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In 1994, BIOSIS will cover 1,500

international life science meetings.

How many will your researchers attend?
Chances are, they'll attend four to five meetings - at the
most. Yet, they need to know about all meeting literature
related to their research.
Only BIOSIS' sweeping coverage of worldwide life science
meetings links researchers to crucial breakthroughs and new
discoveries - often two or more years before the information
appears in peer-reviewed journals. This "early alerting
service" gives researchers an edge in their work.
Let BIOSIS inform your researchers about discoveries
reported at meetings such as:
XIIth International Congress of Pharmacology
0 International Conference on AIDS
Annual Meeting of the Socier) for Neuroscience
Interscience Conference on Antimicrobial Agents
and Chemotherapy and hundreds more.
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Put meeting references at your researchers'
fingertips today!
Meeting references are available in BIOSIS' print, online,
diskette and compact disc products. Call today for more
information:

1-800-523-4806 (2 15) 587-4847
(USA and Canada)

ia. PA 10103~1399USA; Fax

(Worldwide)

Or, return the coupon.

Information for Today's Decisions and Discoveries
BlOSIS 15 r reeNcred tradern~rkof Bwloelcal Abwacra. Inc.
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Program will provide subscription-based worldwide
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are available with the Internet Delivery Program so
that you are able to choose the platform and interface
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This used to be the
way fo acquire really good
inside information.

Newsletter Database is available on CompuSewe,
Data-Star, DIALOG, Dow Jones NewdRetrieval, European
Space Agency, and IlPLUS Direct.

Now there? Newsletter Databasel-the most focused collea~onof
~ntemat~onal
business and industry newsletters online.
Featuring more than 600 full text sourca. Covenng every major
~ndustlyworldwide. And offenng you a unique body of insightful
expert opinion on company developments, market trends, and
emergmg technologies.
Get the facts as weU as the forecasts-on management and labor,
legislat~onand regulation, public policy and public opmion. And find
out whether the movers and shakers are making a fortune,orlos~ngone
Whatever vour Interest. Newsletter Database delivers the lowdown like yo;'ve never heard it before. Hot off the press from
hundreds of hard-to-find newsletters you simply won't find anywherr
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else online. O r In any privdeged environment, for that matter
These days, the key to staylng in the loop is gettlng the scoop.
And wlth Newsletter Database, the door to opportunlty IS
always open
To obtain onllne search assistance and a free Newsletter
Database Source Guide, call us at 1-800-321-6388, or dial
+44 (0171 930 3933
forsuppofi in most
European languages Ask
about our free tr&ng
C O M P A N Y
seminars held In major
c~tiesaround the world
YOUR BUSINESS PARTNER ONLINE"
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?OR
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I N F O R M A T I O N THAT
F E E D S Y O U R BUSINESS,

not
O R D E R T HE WORKS?
T h e demand for timely, critical and quality

With Dialog: you can order information

information is greater than ever. That's why you

delivered anywhere, by the method that best suits

should use the only online source with enough

your needs: fax, e-mail, express courier, regular

choices to please any taste.

mail, or to a dedicated on-site printer.

Enter Dialog.Whether you require competitive

And, whether you need it right now, tomorrow,
-

intelligence or Research and
Development support data, we
deliver a combination no other

The most comprehensive,
and eficient
sourc4for business and RdfD
information, worldwide.

online service can.

or once a week, Dialog has a
delivery solution that
matches your turnaround
requirements. Allowing you

In fact, we offer the most extensive scope of

to respond quickly and precisely to any informa-

business, intellectual property, science, and tech-

tion demand. So place your order with Dialog.

nology coverage anywhere.

And satisfy everyone's hunger for information.

N o t to mention time-saving search tools and

To learn more about our services and delivery

the widest range of options for information

options, call 800-496-4470 or 415-496-4470

delivery, automatic updating and archiving.

and request document 1091.

The Answer is in DialD d o g Informat~onServices, Inc. A Knight-Ridder Company
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Standard & Poor's Registernow with the power of CD-ROM
Now you can offer your patrons the premier guide to
American business, combined with the power of CD-ROM.
Standard & Poor's Rewter of Corporations,Directors and
Executives CD-ROM makes light work of difficult tasks. It
offers unique advantagesforjob searches,fund raising,
market research, looking up business opportunities or
investment information about companies.Data can be
easily searched, sorted and compiled. Customized lists
generated. Printed copies made. And with lightning speed.

Its broad coverage includes over 55,000company
profiles. . . more than 400,000executives, and over 70,000
biographies of top officials.Updated quarterly.
The cost is surprisingly affordable. And it frees your staff
from time consuming searches for patrons.
STANDARD& POOR'S
A division of McGraw-Hill, Inc.
25 Broadway, New York, NY 10004
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Putting a value on information may be difllcult,
but consider the cost of misinformation.
In this, the information age, your company's
information base is its most important asset. This is
especially true for companies w
research is critical to new product dev
and where profitability depends on
patent applicationsperhaps only days
ahead of your competition.
So how do you quantify the
value of information? Or perhaps more
important, how do you determine the
real cost of misinformation, or of information that is prohibitively time-consuming to
access (not to mention the totally hidden cost
of reproducing information that is available, but
unknown)? How much is misinformation costing
your company in terms of wasted time, wasted human
resources and wasted money?
CAS, the foremost compendium of chemical
knowledge in the world, has produced a new video called

The Value of Information that explores these issues and
offers some new perspectives on defining the value of
y or organization. Its value to

our request on your company's letterhead to
1-614-447-3751.

The real value of information can be
red only in the effects it produces. And
is committed to providing the kind
engineers more productive, and companies more competitive.

American Chemical Society

I support.

Local service
With international

rvice from EBSCO.

No matter where your organization is located or from which countries your
titles originate, with 27 offices worldwide EBSCO can be both your local
and your global vendor. With one call to EBSCO you can effectively order
your North American serials subscriptions through your EBSCO regional
office here in the U.S., your European titles through our appropriate
European offices, and even your Asian and Australian titles through the
corresponding EBSCO overseas offices. And when you deal with only one
serials vendor, your staff benefits through increased efficiency and more
valuable serials management reports.

Subscribe globally. Order locally, With EBSCO.

International Headquarters
P.O. Box 1943
Birmingham, AL 35201 - 1943

(205) 991 -6600
Fax (205) 995-1636
EBSCO operates nine offices in the U.S. and two in Canada. Offices also lccated in: Australia,
Brazil, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Korea, The Netherlands, New Zealand,
South Africa, Spain, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey and the United Kingdom.
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Random House Reference publishes definitive, innovative
reference works on a'wide variety of subjects.
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION GUIDE
TO INFORMATION ACCESS
A Complete Research Handbook and
Drrectoly
1

Edited by Sandy Whiteley
Thls 1s the first comprehensive research
gulde to cover both prmt and electron~c
mformatlon sources-over 3,000 In all
Anyone who has to research anyth~ngwlll
find thls gulde lnd~spensable.We thlnk of
~t as the hbranan's librarian
w Access libraries, archives, newspapers, ond government
agenoes w Tap electronic sources---onhe services (includmg
the Internet and other ~nformotlonnetworks), CD-ROM dotobases, electron~cdocument dellvery servltes, and the nahonol
catalogs (OCLC and RLIN) Spec101t~psfor students and ~ n d t
vidual researchers
560 pages 7%x 9%
$35.00 hardcover 0-679-43060-1
$1 9.00 paperback 0-679-75075-4

RANDOM HOUSE HISTORICAL DICTIONARY
OF AMERICAN SLANG
Elume 1:A-G

Edited by J. E. Lighter
"A landmark publication, at one stroke

sweeping its predecessors into the shade ....
It is one of those rare books which prompts
the realization that you have never seen the
subject in sharp focus before."
-John Simpson, Chief Editor
Oxford English Dictionary
The first and only historical dictionary of slang w Spans 300
years of slang use in America w Contains more than 20,000
definitions, supported by aver 90,000 doted citations drawn
from more than 8,000 sources
1,078 pages 8%x ll S50.00 0-394-54427-7

RANDOM HOUSE AMERICAN SIGN
LANGUAGE DICTIONARY
Elaine Costello, Ph.D.
"The most comprehensive dictionary of
sign language ever published.. .with
almost twice as many entries as the next
largest sign language dictionary."
-Silent News
Large, clear, upper-torso illustrations show he proper form
and movement for each sign w The only AS1 dictionary to show
how different meanings of the same word require diierent signs
992 pages* 7 x 9% S50.00 0-394-58580-1

RANDOM HOUSE UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY
Second Edition
Newly Revised and Updated
"For anyone with a limited budget seeking
to add essential CD-ROMs to any library
serving.
anv ape. this is it!"
0
-Wilson Library Bulletin
"Best dictionary buy if you have a
CD-ROM in, or attached to, your
computer."
-William Safire
The New York Times Magazine
This modern American standard contains
3 15,000 entries, including over 1,000 new
words and meanings, 1,500 revised entries
and definitions, more than 75,000 example sentences and phrases, and updated
biographical and geographical entries.
i
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CD-ROM: DOS, Windows, and Moc versions on one CD
$79.00 0-679-74979-9
Book: 2,500 pages, Smyth-sewn 9%x 12 x 3
$100.00* 0-679-42917-4
Bwk/CD-ROM pockage: $159.00 0-679-43480-1

To wde7; contact your lzbrary wholesaler or call 800-733-3000. For s cmnplete catalog $Randm House Reference titler,
call 800-726-0600 or mrite to Rmdom House, lnc., Curtmer Serum. 400 Hahn Road, Westminster,MD 21 If:.

RANDOM HOUSE REFERENCE

A Stroke of Genius.
Genius is not thinking of something no one else is
capable of thinking.
It's thinking it first.
That's why you should subscribe to NewsNet.
Because NewsNet is the single source of current
business information you need to be organized and
expert ...even remarkably perceptive.
For just $79.95, you can join the informationally
advantaged and get a NewsNet starter kit complete with
DCA/CrsstaIk" communications software, a no-obligation 3-month membership, a full hour of online time and
much more.

And although NewsNet offers no guarantee that
each and every subscriber will in time be held in the
same regard as say, Einstein or Edison, having daily
access to the most timely information available cannot hurt your chances to impress, say, your boss. Or
your clients.
On the other hand, with all the nice things our subscribers have to say about how fast, fresh and unique
NewNet's resources, we think they're very smart,
indeed.

Call l-800-952-0lZ2 operator #44
Call (610) 527-8030 outside the U.S.and Canada

Get one free hour of online time and
communications software.

Worhing KnowledgeTM
Offer available to new subscribers only. One k ~ per
t subscr~ber.Offer expires December 31. 1994
81994 NewsNet. Inc. All rights reserved. NewsNet IS a registered service mark of NewsNer. Inc.
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FOCUS

On Regional Business News
2

Business takes place in small towns as well as big
cities, at mom-and-pop stores as well as international
conglomerates, and in inventors' basements as well as
executive conference rooms. Business Datelinemtakes
you wherever business is happening in the U.S. and
Canada. The database contains full-text articles from
more than 400 city business magazines, daily newspapers, and wire services.
The next time you need business information, search
Business Dateline and see how focused your search
results can be.
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such as chip mask works, patents and
trademarks - is one of the most hotly debated
topics worldwide. And it's just one of thousands
of important topics you can explore quickly and
thoroughly using PAlS International.

Gain a global perspective
PAlS provides easy access to over 350,000 hardto-find journal articles, government documents,
statistical directories, monographs, conference
reports and more from all over the world. From
public policy to international law, from trade to
demographics, PAlS connects you to information
you won't find anywhere else. Plus, PAlS
provides a global perspective via references to
literature published in French, German, Italian,
Spanish and Portuguese, as well as English.
Next time you have a tough question, don't
get ripped-off. Get connected with PAIS.

Pubk Affairs Information Service", Inc
521 West 43rd Street New York, NY 100364396
800-28&PAIS, 2 12.7366629 (in NYC)
Fax: 2 12-643-2848

No one looks at the world like PAlS

.

In Print: PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINP PAlS SUBJECT HEADINGS Online Through: DATA-STAR DIALOG OCLC RLG
On CD-ROM: PAlS ON CD-ROM. PAlS INTERNATIONALON SILVER PLATTER On Magnetic Tape: CONTACT PAIS FOR INFORMATION

DdogLmls GivesWndo~~
And
rvlaantosk Users AnUnbeatableVm.
Now users of Windows and Macmtosh-based
appllcat~onscan make the best connection for effic~enr
online searching in Dialog?
Because DialogLink- the only communlcatlons
package spec~ficallyd e s p e d for Dialog users-is now
available for the Windows operaclng system and the
Macintosh, too.
DialogLink is a true searcher; package. Easy
natural and so intuitive.
I t lets you focus all your efforts on searching,
fast and effic~ently.And the b ~ g
news is all the
enhancements we've added.
access.
DialogLink is pre-configured for ~mmed~ate
A few "pomt and clicks" and you're online to Dialog.
Our Retrieve buffer is restricted only by available
memory and can be reconfipred "on-the-fly,"anynme
you want. So you can do more work offlme, cumng costs.
Our easy-to-useType-Ahead buffer saves you even
more tlme and effort. Because you can create and edit
your strategies before going online.

c 19%

Only DialogLink gives you versatileText Markmg
of both contiguous and non-contiguous text. And with
the new Fmd command, you can quickly locate text
m the Retrieve buffer.
And only DdogLink enables you to capture
images.They are automatically convened to the
right format for easy "cut and paste" Into other
applications.
New accountmg funct~onsare built right into
DJogLink, making it easier to monitor online costs,
capture charges, and prepare reports.
DlalogLlnk is now LAN compatible. It works
w ~ t hhigh speed modems, shared modem pools and
communication servers. And it can provide easy access
to other online databases, too.
O f course, it comes with Dialog's complete
customer service, including training classes and toll-free
phone-in specialist support.
Call I-800-3-DIALOG now. And get all the r~ght
answers on DialogLink.

Dlslag lniamsimm h w r r s . Inr W O O H i l l r > c rA m , x PaluAlru C11dm-,. U301 All i # ~ h m
r r - d DIALOG and DIALOGLINK ur rnlit m& DiDlllog Informarmn %r*~crs.Inr Rrglslmd US PaC?nr 2nd Tradrmri* V f k r
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crrdemah Micmlafi Corpnrlon Msrmrah 2s 3 q i r r r m d cndrmsh d Appk Compurcr. Inr
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Preface
by Cor;/ee auistou, Guest Editor

M

any years ago, in an essay question for a
library school reference course exam,
my class was asked to define our vision of the
reference process. As a longtime "Star Trek"
and science fiction fan, I eagerly placed my
library somewhere in cyberspace aboard the
Starship Enterprise where the computer listened patiently to the"Know1edge Manager's"
requests, found the relevant information, distributed the results directly to the library patrons and calmly relayed back, "Mission accomplished." Needless to say, the professor
viewed my vision as "a little excited" albeit
"interesting." As witnessed in this quote from
the October 1983American Library Association journal,' theemergenceof computer technology was viewed with the sameskepticism.
"Enthusiasm for computers, reaching what
one author hascalled 'near hysteria' is seen by
some librarians as pure poppycock, designed
to divert our attention from collection development. These librarians aren't the only ones
who look askance at the 'computer revolution.' At times it seems the public neither
expects nor welcomes change in the library.
Changes elsewhere are taken in stride...but
the library turning away from books? That's
trouble with a capital T." Consider, too, that
this quote appeared just 10 years ago.
As the special library/information profession heads into the 21st century, no one would
question the impact of computer and networking technologies on the role and even the title
of the librarian. Marydee Ojala poses several
new functions and corresponding titles in her
Special Libraries article, "What Will They
Call Us in the Future?"2 She also references
the title Frank Spaulding coined, "Knowledge
Counselor," which is described as "an

empowerer of people who need and use information." At Mead Data Central, the title "Information Coach" is often used. Regardlessof
individual preference, all of these nom de
plums point to a less operational and more
consultative and managerial approach for the
future. As information and information delivery mechanisms proliferate, there will be an
increasing need for an overseer, an administrator of information resources to ensure that
the right information, in the right format, and
at the right cost is made available to users.
There is a tendency to view technology as
the end result when it is only the enabling
function for various information products.
One of these products is the virtual or desktop
library. At this year's SLA Annual Conference, when Kaye Cloyes talked about her
experiences at Caterpillar Inc. in a session on
the corporate virtual library, she called the
virtual library a Personal Desktop Library and
defined it as a traditional library in a nontraditional setting. In the same session, Richard Hulser, Technical Librarian at IBM, stated
that the technology associated with the virtual
library made it possible to do things differently instead of doing more with less. Furthermore, the Bank of Montreal's Sylvia Piggott
states that the virtual library is "very much a
work in progress" and when it is finally realized, librarians will have "assumed the role of
knowledge managers.-3
This issue features several examples of
"Knowledge Managers" (my favorite of the
proposed titles) "doing things differently,"
ranging from Carol Ginsburg's attempts to
promote desktop searching via Lotus Notes at
Bankers Trust, Me1 Westerman's Internet
project, and Sandy Raymond's copyright case

study at Thinking Machines to the fascinating
approach Akio Mori has taken in Japan's
Toshiba Corporation version of a "virtual"
solution.The individualsand ideasrepresented
illustrate some of the many manifestations the
desktop library and accompanying "virtual
products" can take, the reasons behind their
development organizationally, and some of
the challenges librarians have in the management and creation of this type of library or
product (copyright, measurement criteria, organizational impact and produc tivity improvements, end-user searching, etc.)
Until recently, much of the focus on the
virtual library has been on how to build onethe technology as opposed to the management
and marketing realitiesassociated with the end
product. More study needs to be devoted to the
change in tasks required by the librarian in
administering and creating a virtual library
and then identifying the required skills for this
new role. In a special issue of Business Week,
"virtualization"is predicted to "eliminate slack
-

at every level of business, from the internal
routines of single companies to the organization of industries and marketplaces" ... and
removing "intermediaries, speeding uansactions, rebalancing power relationships and
slashing costly fat.'4 In the virtual library
setting, the traditional librarian role of intermediary will go away. or at the very least, be
reduced from the activity levels of today. However, the new and different role of Knowledge
Manager will take its place. However, the
objective of this new role will remain the
same. Shera's 1970definitionof librarianship,
"The object of the library is to bring together
human beings and recorded knowledge in as
fruitful arelationshipas it is humanly possible
to be."' will be as valid today as it was then.
How much of a change this will be remains to be seen. If one considers Shera's
definition, then the Knowledge Manager's
mission remains the same, only the tactics
used to accomplish this mission will be different.

-
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Introduction
by lames M. Matarazzo

T

hese can be confusing times for those who
manage special libraries. New developments in technology, new demands on our
customer base, and changing organizations
only add to the difficult and strategic choices
information leaders will have to make.'
The authors in this special issue of Special
Libraries have offered the following articles
to help us make those hard choices. Dorothy
Norbie's explanation of the Electronic Library at U S West is especially significant to
me because it provides ample evidence of the
importance of internal information. At many
firms I have found that access to internal
information is even more important than access to external materials. Norbie's fine work
also provides an example of two units of U S
West joining together to meet the needs of
company employees. The lessons in her article are many. Chief among them, however,
have to be the value of partnering internally
and the primacy of access to internal information to customers.

Aa Internal Assessment
As you read the lessons proffered by your
peers, the focal point of this entire issue has to
be your own organization. The management
of your organization will haveexpectationsof
its information center and its information professionals. It is your job to know those demands. The users (I prefer customers) will
also have very specific needs. In my work as
aconsultant, I find that user needs are not well
known, since information professionals rarely
have the time to work closely with their customers to seejust how information is used and
valued. The time has come to move out of the
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library as a place and into the offices, comdors, laboratories, and teams to find out what
is needed.
Once the information manager knows what
is needed by customers and demanded by
management, the appropriate resources can
be marshaled. Once again, my experience
suggests that too often information center
managers "feel" they know what customers
need and array resources, both human and
material, based on little or incompleteknowledge of customer needs and management expectations.
Any assessment will have to consider cost.
With reduced budgets at most organizations,
this could be a real barrier to implement a
significant informationmanagement program.
In fact, it is at this point that the reader may
wish to determinejust how much of a virtual
library hisher firm can afford to start and to
sustain. Nolan. Norton & Company recently
released information on the cost in the budget
to support a personal computer (PC) annually
and found it to be between $2,000 and $6,500.
This technology consulting firm also identified invisible costs of $6,000 to $15,000 per
PC spent annually to help PC users.2

The Politics of Information
Davenport and Prusak note that any radical
transformation in corporate libraries "will require incremental resources." Yet at the same
time, these authors insist that information professionals and the organizations they serve
"must be willing to invest in the management
of information that helps us make better products, decisions and [improve] customer relationship~."~

Information professionals operate not only
with economic restraints but also within the
political realities of their organizations. The
story of BPNutrition and the development of
its virtual library deserves your close attention4 While the company reduced total staff
worldwide, some 15 percent in three or four
years, the information services staff was reduced 90 percent during the same time frame.
The politics involved in meeting user needs
while doing what management wants is not
only complex, but can be difficult in a philosophical sense for most of us. Most of us feel
that information is a self-evident good and
any notion of rationing or refusal to provide
this6'good"iscounter-cultural.However. corporate downsizing. regulatory changes, and
unforeseen competition has changed forever
the domain in which most of us operate. While

change is all around us, businesses "still face
relentless pressure to meet quarterly and annual financial targets."5
SLA's Contributions

With Corilee Christou's guest editorship of
this issue of Special Libraries, your Association has once again demonstrated leadership
in keeping its members on the cutting edge.
Just recently, the association released an SLA
~p
Information Kit, The virtual ~ i b r a r which
has nearly a dozen well-written articles. The
choice, then, is yours-be informed and help
in the process of "rethinking how a corporate
librarian can bring new value to his or her
~r~anization"~
or float on the tide and be
washed ashore, not sure of where you are or
how you got there.
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The Journey from Vision to
Reality of a Virtual Library
by Kay Uoyes

Introduction
The demand for increased accessibility,
more timely delivery of results, and international coverage of business, technology,
and law has made corporate librarians look
for more effective ways to serve customers.
The current trend to meet the demand in
many corporate settings is with a virtual
library. While the definition may vary from
library to library, a virtual library universally implies electronic integration of new
services with traditional library services. A
virtual library may be as limited as an online public access catalog (OPAC) or as
comprehensive as using computer networks
and electronic resources for announcements
of holdings and new developments along
with delivery of reports, articles, and books.
A virtual library is the way a traditional
library uses technology and innovation to
meet customer demand.
"Virtual library" is but one of many terms
that describe the activities that are underway. The virtual library is also called a
desktop library, an online library, an electronic library, or the information superhighway. The common thread is the use of
technology to improve customer delivery as
well as the search and retrieval technology
available on electronic networks. Whatever
the name, the new service frequently includes a significant increase in end-user
searching. The corporate library is in a
unique position to extend its traditional role
and become a major player in the corporate
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information infrastructure. As customer demand grows to include desktop servicealong
with traditional service, the library has the
opportunity to create an internal distribution network that adds value, meets the
corporate customers' needs, and expands
their information opportunities.
A virtual library is not a system that
simply evolves over time. It requires a desire to reach a specific destination and a
plan. Since every journey is easier with a
map, this paper will provide a description
of the route followed by the corporate library at Caterpillar Inc. Hopefully, some of
the highway signs that are discussed will
make the trip easier for others who plan a
virtual library.
Hazards on the journey include rough
roads (inadequate research before beginning a virtual library project); dangerous
curves (a vision that does not take into
account all the variables); falling rocks
(the obstacles to implementation related to
cost and value considerations); merging
traffic (use of Internet and commercial
networks); and speed zones (establishing
appropriate intermediate goals). These are
by no means all the traffic hazards one
will encounter, but this article shows some
of the road hazards and provides useful
driving hints. As other librarians--corporate, academic, and public-share their experiences, the road will become smoother
and well lit. Implementing a virtual library
will be as commonplace as interlibrary
loan is today.

Rough Road
As you explore the options to implement a
virtual library, you may decide the road seems
very rough. Rough roads represent the research that must be done before beginning
implementation of a virtual library. When
you have done adequate research to find
what is available in the library world, the
marketplace, and within your organization, you will have a vision of the current
options. This is a rapidly growing field. As
you continue planning and implementation, try to stay current with new products
anddevelopments. Stay abreast of the everchanging alternatives during the project.
Not knowing the alternatives will make the
journey treacherous and the road extremely
rough.
Make sure you understand the competition before you start avirtual library project.
Many competitive services offer fine services and someone in your firm may want to
subscribe to an alternative source of information. Thorough research and planning
make your journey like traveling on a broad,
smooth highway.
One final caution: It is possible to spend
too much time investigating and planning
for a near-perfect solution. The options for
implementing a virtual library come so fast
and so often that you could be left behind
waiting for a better road to be built.

Curves
You must evaluate where you are and
where you plan to end up. Even though the
route is not a straight line, it should be as
direct as possible. Slight variations in a
well thought out plan can be corrected
without changing your course. There will
be curves in your plan which must be
approached with appropriate caution in
order to stay on the road and implement a
successful virtual library. In other words,
"curve" is not a synonym for "bad road."
Rather, curves may be the most efficient
way to travel over hills and valleys. One
must be sure to look far enough ahead to

see the nature of the curve and take appropriate action. Unanticipated curves can
throw you into a ditch or take you down a
wrong road.
A very sharp curve has a speed limit that
indicates caution is needed. Deliberate
thought must go into networking considerations, selection of materials to deliver electronically, and staff training. When you
approach the time for conversion of existing electronic sources, your speed will probably be somewhat faster than you like--but
not to the point of being dangerous!
Your staff and support from the data
processing department or vendors dictate
many timing issues on the schedule. With
the right equipment and driving skills, you
may even find that you can speed through
some curves much quicker than you originally planned.
S-curves represent the reaction of other
people to the concept of a virtual library. It
is critical to develop a team that has the
skills to negotiate a common understanding of the goal and stay on track. The team
should include librarians, library support
staff, business and technical managers, customers, vendors, and the data processing
staff. If there are other groups that have a
special interest in the library, make sure
they are included and understand the concept that is being planned. Successful
implementation requires that the team pull
together, so be sure that each member understands the goal, the timetable, the deliverable, and the cost. Unexpected reactions can quickly stall a virtual library
project!
While you are negotiating the curves,
you will find that you also travel along
many stretches of straight, smooth road.
Just as it takes a combination of visioning,
planning, marketing, and training, it takes
a combination of straight roads, curves,
hills, and valleys before you reach your
destination. You must also have a map, an
appropriate vehicle, and skilled drivers.
When the drivers travel at the indicated
speed, you will reach the goal of a virtual
library in a timely manner.
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Falling Rocks
--

There could be some obstacles in the
implementation of a virtual library. These
obstacles are like falling rocks, but a warning sign is often enough to prevent an unexpected emergency. Common falling rocks
are the questions related to cost and value.
Don't let these issues become obstacles or
emergencies. The rocks that represent cost
frequently receive more attention than the
value considerations. Careful consideration
must be given to both cost and value.
Costs require careful considerations and
careful explanation. A big rock in the road
may be the realization that the virtual library does not reduce operating costs. A
more realistic goal is to deliver more service with the same staff. In the initial stages,
the staff size may actually increase until
you fine-tune the virtual library. If the
materials budget has to include network
licenses that were not included previously
as part of the library budget, materials
costs will rise. Careful cost analysis is
required to determine the long-term effect
of costs on both the library and the enterprise. Rising costs for the library may be
more than offset by falling expenditures in
other areas. Your analysis and explanation
must cover these areas.
Determine the synergy that is inherent
with other information services-both
within your firm and from vendors. Look
for a way to leverage material purchases so
that more people have access to the same
resources and the per user out-of-pocket
expenditures are reduced. Look at the ongoing costs for both future development and
maintenance. A virtual library is not maintenance-free. It is as treacherous to ignore
the questions related to current and future
cost as it is to approach an area of falling
rocks without a warning! It is worse yet to
ignore a visible rock.
The second type of falling rock is establishing the valueof the virtual library project. You
must be able to measure the value of the
virtual library in terms that are appropriatefor
your organization. What does your organiza-

tion value? For some, the metrics are dollars
for both cost and value, but for others the
equation includes time. Convenience or security may be the key word for another f m .For
a research area, the breadth and depth of
coverage may be the most vital. Look at your
specificorganization and follow the examples
of other corporate leaders.
If time is critical, how do you measure
this value for current library services? It
may be exclusively measured in terms of
time saved in new product development or
in competitive advantage. Clearly state how
a virtual library contributes to improving
delivery and helps meet corporate goals and
critical issues.
If more sources of information are valued, compare the current value that customers are receiving and the incremental benefit of more sources. For example, how
quickly can your firm identify the impact on
sales when new firms enter or leave the
market? New technology may provide new
competition or new process advantages. If
players in other industries pursue a new
path, it may create opportunities or threats
for your organization. Analyze the current
library services to determine how you measure up on satisfying these needs. Then you
can determine whether the virtual library
will provide an advantage.
There are many other sources of potential
value. Providing the resources for continuing self-education through the library collection is critical to many organizations.
Helping employees stay abreast of changing events through various current awareness services adds value. In some organizations, periodical routing is part of the library service. Does a virtual library change
the need for routing or the value of routing?
What happens as electronic articles and
electronic journals are available in areas of
interest to your customers?
These falling rocks must considered when
planning a virtual library. A myriad of
individual questions must be addressed
within each organization to clearly determine and define the variables in the cost/
value equation.

Merging Traffic
- -

End of the Road
-

When one thinks of merging traffic, it frequently means that the route has joined another roadway. In the virtual library, there are
many external sources available to library
customers. The merging lanes for easy access
to these sources are rapidly taking shape.
Consider the Internet, America Online,
Prodigy, and other consumer information
banks. Each provides opportunities for both
the library and the end-user community.
It is apparent that Internet is growing at
such a rapid rate that it must be included in
plans for the virtual library because of its
link to external sources-information and
experts. In some organizations, it is advantageous for the corporate library to take a
proactive position to include Internet with
tools such as Mosaic and World Wide Web
(WWW) as part of the desktop tools. Of
particular concern with Internet are the
questions related to computer network security. Many organizations are currently
coming to grips with the procedures that
act like guardrails to protect internal data
security. Determine where your organization is and where it plans to be to identify
the merging lanes that will be valuable
now and in the future.

You must have appropriate management
support to complete the journey from the
vision to the reality of a virtual library.
Staff needs to be a part of the visioning and
planning process as well as the implementation. Since libraries are first and foremost a service business, customers must be
included in the planning process. Whatever time it takes to start the project with a
"full tank" is well spent. The success of the
whole journey depends on visioning and
planning.
As the virtual or desktop library becomes
a reality within your organization, it is
especially important to continue to stay
abreast of what is happening inside and
outside your firm. Most librarians who
have started on this journey will find that
the original destination is a new beginning.
When customers realize the potential of
having worldwide information resources
at their fingertips, new opportunities will
open for service providers and customers.
Be prepared to begin another journey as
exciting as the one we are on today in
moving toward a virtual library.

Speed Zones

The virtual library concept is the current
trend in libraries with the resources to
provide this personalized service. It is part
of the tradition of responding to customer
needs for more valuable information, delivered more quickly, and in a more effective package. Librarians are in the driver's
seat to recognize and respond to this demand since they have been at the forefront
of cooperative information delivery for
many years.

Speed zones along the highway represent
the rate at which you should be traveling.
The delivery date for implementation and
release of a virtual library indicates the
average speed you should strive for along
the way. Set as many intermediate goals as
appropriate and move along at the appropriate speed for each stage. Consistency in
staying within the speed limit at each step
ensures safe arrival at the final destination.
A safety slogan reminds us that a majority
of accidents occur within 25 miles of home.
In this journey toward a virtual library, the
start and the end of the plan are the most
critical.

Conclusion

There are many people who have contributed to the journey I described in this paper.
I want to extend special thanks to the Caterpillar Inc. team of managers, Technical
Information Center staff, Corporation In-
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formation Services staffand the many internal customers at various Caterpillarfacilities who contributed to the vision,planning,
and implementation of a virtual library.
Caterpillar has not yet reached its virtual
destination, but the journey is underway.

-

Making the journey has led to new insights
about our information needs and expectations. The journey is far easier because of
the teamwork and commitment of the Caterpillar team!

-

Kay Cloyes is Supervisor a t Caterpillar Inc. Technical Information Center in Peoria, 11.
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The Realities of the Virtual Library
by Carol 1. Ginsburg

I

s paper really going away? Desktop access
to information for end-users changes the
way librariesand librariansdo business. Does
it create less demand for library services or
different demands?
In a true chicken-and-egg scenario,
NewsEdge for Windows and Hoover arrived at Bankers Trust Company almost
concurrently with Windows and Lotus
Notes. In order to load the new software on
personal computers, hardware had to be
upgraded (Windows and Notes run faster on
486 computers). In order to persuade people
to spend their budgets on upgrades, the
products had to be worthwhile. In effect,
Hoover sold Lotus Notes, which sold upgraded computers.
With the advent of Notes, the virtual library took root. For many years, the New
York Information Center at Bankers Trust
was able to deliver research over the Bank's
e-mail systems, but now the information
center staff could send huge documents or
spreadsheets almost instantaneously. In addition. the Hoover product (after a lengthy
pilot) was rolled out to 500 users. As each
employee had Windows and Notes installed,
they also received Hoover and NewsEdge
for Windows. Every employee was required
to take brief training classes in Notes, Excel, Word for Windows, Hoover, and
NewsEdge. Notesmail accounts were not
activated until the employees were trained.
It became a matter of pride to work in a
department that had been upgraded.
The Information Center staff was upgraded in a piecemeal fashion which reflected budgetary considerations rather than
status. At first, the head of the Information
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Center and then her assistant were upgraded, and ultimately the entire information center staff in New York and London
were on Notes. Information Center staff
has access to Hoover and NewsEdge but
has seldom used it. The general consensus
has been that the products are end-user
tools, not librarian tools.
Where does the Information Center fit
with these tools? The head of the Center
provides consulting services to both the
vendors and Bankers Trust technologists
regarding the sources accessed and the formatting of the results. As information specialists, librarians provide the lead in translating user needs to suppliers. Value judgments are made as to which sources will
best suit the needs of Bankers Trust's employees. New sources are tested among small
user groups before they are offered to the
entire client community.
How have the new information tools
changed the way the Information Centers
do business? No real change is apparent.
End-users continue to rely on the information centers for their research needs. The
volume and types of requests have not
changed, and in fact, requests have continued to mushroom. Productivity has increased with the use of better software
(Lotus Notes, Word, Excel) and higher
speed modems.
What are Bankers Trust employees doing
with their desktop information products?
The power users check in frequently to
look at their portfolios, company profiles,
and stock prices, and to compose queries.
The casual users look at their Hoover or
NewsEdge products when they have a few
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spare moments or when they have a quick
current question that needs to be answered.
How can this change? Do we want it to
change? The answer to these questions is a
resounding "Yes." Unless these products
begin to change the information behavior of
our clients, we are doomed to static growth.
We cannot advance our profession to one of
consulting librarians or analytical librarians when we are weighed down with re-

quests such as "Here is a list of 50 companies; give me one year of news on each."
The end-user search mechanisms are our
means to move on in the information chain.
We need to embrace them and market them
within our organizations.
Are we there yet at Bankers Trust? We are
probably as close as any global organization, but we are not truly virtual. Check in
again next year!

Carol Ginsburg is a Vice President at Bankers Trust Company, where she founded the
New York lnformation Center in 1982. Currently, she is responsible for Bankers Trust
lnformation Centers in New York, London, Tokyo, and Hong Kong. She is immediate past
Chair of the Business 8 Finance Division and a Past President of the New York Chapter.

Management Models and
Measurement in the Virtual Library
-

by Alan Powell

T

he concept of the "virtual" library has been
a central topic of discussion among information professionals recently. In particular, the explosion in electronicpublishing and
the loomingrealization of the Infobahn (a.k.a.
the "Information Superhighway") are pressuring traditional special libraries to change
their identities and delivery mechanisms.
However, scans of the literature and conversations with industry observers reveal
that the "virtual" library can have many
definitions, including:
A library with little or no physical
plant of books, periodicals, reading
space, or support staff, but one that
disseminates selective information
directly to distributed library customers, usually electronically.
A more traditional library that has
transformed some significantportions
of its information delivery channels
into electronic format, so that many
or most of its customers do not need
to visit the library to obtain information.
A library that operates as a nexus of
selected information management activities within the organization, some
of them centralized, but most of which
happen through the efforts of decentralized staff, resources, systems, and
even outside suppliers, who are accessible and dispersed throughout the organization.
Each of these models, and others that are
no doubt evolving as we speak, would seem
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to imply significant changes in management practices. To be sure, they require
sophisticated and innovative thinking about
both organization and operations.
But the characteristics that make a library
"virtual" may only affect management approaches in a "tactical" way without changing the fundamentals of "strategic" management. That is, factors such as distance
from customers, specific product/service
delivery mechanisms, technology, and organization must be planned and managed
differently, but the underlying concepts of
customer-focused management are not profoundly changed. Special librarians should
not panic because of the newly "virtual"
aspects of their work.
Library managers who understand and
implement modern, effective management
practices [e.g., Total Quality Management
(TQM), benchmarking, quality function
deployment, process management, and
change-orientedmeasurement systems] will
not be perplexed by the impact of the "virtual library."
That said, how many corporate library
managers have been able to understand and
proactively implement these key management practices? The obstacles are many:
lack of awareness or training, time and work
load pressure, lack of quantitative analysis
skills, etc. However, the overwhelming evidence from the larger business world is that
these approaches work when organizations
need to change, even quickly and radically.
The community of special librarians must
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embrace these same solutions and progress
rapidly to effect change. They should focus
much of their attention on acquiring and
using the new skills needed to manage successfully in the 1990s and beyond.

Measurement
One key management practice that seems
to be lacking in special libraries is the use of
effective measurement systems. This is an
area that is vital for both successful process
improvement and for communication with
senior executives who ultimately make the
decisions about whether special libraries
prosper or suffer, live or die.
This particular need has been discussed
eloquently on several occasions, including
in the special issue of Special Libraries on
"Benchmarking, Total Quality, & the Learning Organization" (see especially Guy St.
Clair's article "The Future Challenge: Management and ~easurement"'), so we'll not
discuss it more here.
What has been observed from a vantage
point at the American Productivity & Quality Center in Houston. TX, is that many
organizations are struggling to define appropriate measurement systems for a number of specific functions that are both
knowledge-based and typically considered
part of the corporate "infrastructure." Information systems, strategic planning,
market research, competitive intelligence,
and corporate libraries all fall into this
same category.
Managers in each of these areas face very
similar challenges to design new measurement systems with certain key characteristics. They need systems that:
Provide a process view of the activities within the function;
Encourage and drive improvement
and change;
Clarify and communicate the value
of the function to senior management; and
Allow benchmarking comparisons
with "best in class" organizations.
But each organization is very different in

terms of markets, products, organizational
structure, corporate culture, and maturity in
terms of process management and TQM.
Therefore, an effective measurement system can't be merely copied or designed
abstractly; each organization needs to develop its own.
However, the American Productivity &
Quality Center's research indicates that successful measurement systems seem to have
several common design characteristics, and
these can form the basis of developing a
useful set of measures and an effective and
sustainable measurement process. Successful measurement systems include:
1. A balanced group of measures which
provide a well-rounded view of the
process or function. One or two measures cannot provide an adequate
understanding of the effectiveness
and value of a process or function.
For example, a single-minded focus
on a measure like cost per employee
can be highly misleading.
2. Customer data and competitive data
in order to be effective. Every process or function has one or more customers and, not to be forgotten, competitors. Measures that are strictly
internally focused cannot provide the
necessary diagnostic benefit.
Although there does not yet appear to be
a strong consensus on a preferred measurement approach for these knowledge-based
functions, there are several measurement
strategies being explored by leading companies that might hold value for special
librarians. One, the Service Level Agreement, has emerged from the information
systems world (an obvious management
relative of special libraries). The other, the
Balanced Scorecard, has evolved from leading-edge thinking on corporate performance
measurement.

Service Level Agreements
Service Level Agreements have been
implemented by a number of information
systems (11s) organizations as a compre-

hensive way to collect requirements information, form true partnering relationships
with customers, establish robust communication and feedback processes, and create
measurement systems that work.
Under such arrangements, I/S staffs meet
directly with key customers, both users and
managers, to negotiate expectations, schedules, prices, and levels of customer support.
Customer-drivenperformance measures and
specific targets are mutually developed and
agreed upon. Moreover, processes for accountability and corrective action are also
established.These agreementsare very similar for both internal service providers and
for external suppliers or outsourcers.
Service Level Agreements have been very
effective in a number of organizations because of the key role played by appropriate,
objective (or at least mutually defined)
measures, and because the overall process
forces I/S staff to meet their customers early
and hear directly what they want and are
willing to pay for.
The Service Level Agreement approach
focuses specifically on customer requirements, customer satisfaction, and economic
value. This appears to be a measurement
approach worth further exploration for special libraries.

3. Internal Business Perspective; and
4. Innovation and Learning Perspective.
The Balanced Scorecard represents "a
comprehensive framework to translate an
organization's strategic objectives into a
coherent set of performance measures." It is
forward-looking and intentionally designed
to foster improvement and change.
What makes it attractive as a conceptual
model for developing a "scorecard" for special libraries, "virtual" or not, is that it
appropriately balances internal and external perspectives. For example, the cost of
providing library services is a key, legitimate measure of the library function. However, it is only one measure from one perspective; there are others that should be
taken into account--customer satisfaction
feedback, cycle time, quality (customerdefined), and number of new products or
services, etc.
The Balanced Scorecard also helps the
organization focus on what it must do well
in order to survive and prosper in the face
of competition. Since special libraries face
many competitive threats today, not the
least of which is the daily arrival of information alternatives on or around the
Infobahn, as a profession we need to focus
on setting priorities for change.

Balanced Scorecard

Conclusions

One of the leading-edge approaches to
corporate performance measurement is the
"Balanced Scorecard," which has been proposed and tested principally by Robert
Kaplan of Harvard ~ n i v e r s i t ~ . ~ . ~
Although it is intended for use at the
organizational (corporate or business unit)
level, the Balanced Scorecard represents an
intriguing approach that speaks directly to
the issue of how many and what kind of
measures to use. Kaplan's approach advises
organizations to use a limited number of
key measures from each of four critical
perspectives:
1. Financial Perspective;
2. Customer Perspective;

It is imperative that special libraries develop appropriate and effective systems to
measure both processes and organizational
effectiveness. These measurement systems
must drive us towards improvement and
change. They must place us closer to our
customers, and allow us to communicate
with our senior management in terms that
are clear and compelling.
There is a great deal of work to do to develop
such systems. Many special libraries and other
knowledge-based providers have successful
prototypes and even mature systems in place.
We should, as a profession, find ways to share
our success stories, or "best practices," as well
as learn from other fields.
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Business Sources on the Net:
A Virtual Library Product
by Me\ Westennun
The Internet is a vast system of computers with files of information, mucb of
whicb can be useful in doing business. A new virtual library product, Business
Sources on the Net (BSN), is the first guide to these resources covering all areas
of business. More organizations are using computer-based communications to
support team projects. Information professionals can play vital roles as team
members by finding, analyzing, and transferring pertinent information from the
lnternet. BSN was treated by teams in the virtual environment and is
maintained as an up-to-date guide on the Internet while its future development
is being explored.

Introduction

helps make the Internet,with its access to more
than 1.5 million host computers worldwide, a
valuable information resource. Small and focused by comparison to the total Internet, BSN
is comprehensive in the breadth of business
topics it covers; thus, it is "a guide to . . . the
Internet." BSN is accessible as individual
subject files via anonymous FTP to
KSUVXA.KENT.EDU or on gophers using
Veronica and its full name.

This simple statement opened the January
1994 announcement of a new virtual library
product on the Internet: "Approximately
one year ago, 7 business librarians got together and decided to create a guide to what
business sources were available on the
Internet. Thus the project: Business Sources
on the Net (BSN) was born."
Business Sources on the Net was conceived
to be a virtual library solution. It was planned
and developed in a virtual environment and
it is an example of the information
profession's commiunent to the creation
and growth of virtual library products and
services. As the organizations that employ
information professionals become more virtual, these professionals need to stay current on ways they can add value through
their services to the individuals in their
organizations. One main way that value can
be added in virtual organizations is through
connections to and participation in electronic networks, such as the Internet. BSN

Business Sources on the Net has been
acclaimed as a valuable information product for anyone who needs a guide to cope
with the vastness of Internet business resources. It was conceived by some academic business librarians sharing their frustrations about the vastness of the Internet on
BUSLIB-L,' an Internet discussion group.
These librarians organized into teams and
produced the initial version of BSN. It was
not released with the hype of an enthusiastic
fellow running around fondling coaxial cable
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nor of a New Zealand actress in Renaissance attire stating profundities on the seashore. Rather, the matter-of-fact, businessas-usual, turn-a-challenge-into-an-opportunity attitude of dedicated information professionals prevailed in its planning, development, marketing, and subsequent servicing. The focus was on content. Except for its
"Introduction." Business Sources on the Net
has little text. This virtual product is essentially a bibliography of information accessible at no cost on the Internet.
Only recently has a product marketing
perspective been assumed by the creators of
Business Sources on the Net. They originally identified consumers' needs for a guide
because they were users of the Internet. But
they wereconsumers with adifference. They
had, or thought they could collectively develop, the skills, knowledge, and experience to create an Internet product to meet
their own and others' business information
access needs. The processes of gathering
and compiling the entries for BSN's files
have expanded and developed their skills
and knowledge, and they continue to stay
aware of the information needs of potential
BSN users and new resources available on
the Internet through Internet-based activities such as BUSLIB-L. They also use the
Internet daily in other ways and retrieve
files from it to meet the information needs
of their libraries' users. These levels of
involvement exemplify the "innovation
strategy" of marketing a product, which
stresses the integration of research, production, and service through the use of teams.

Virtual Teams
Several of BSN's creators had worked
individually to try to compile their own lists
of sources, but with limited success. One
member had tried to compile her own list of
business resources on the Internet, but was
overwhelmed by its size and complexity.
Another had focused on a specific area of
business information, but realized he would
not have time to address all the other areas
that comprise business interests. The vari-
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ous individuals did not feel comfortable to
attempt the BSN project alone, so the creators worked in teams from the beginning.
They did so throughout the project exclusively on the Internet, with only one telephone call for agreement to start. Some
members have never met in person.
A planning team took about six months to
bring the product into focus, decide on its
scope, and select its structure. The development phase, which took another half year,
had subject-oriented teams headed by members of the planning team. In this way,
teams allowed the information professionals to produce what they could not individually accomplish.
This project was based on the librarianship skills and knowledge of the team leaders and members, but it took them beyond
past experiences. They grew beyond the
familiar, through the challenging virtual
medium of the Internet, into files on computers across the face of the earth. It was a
multi-dimensional learning experience for
almost everyone who contributed. (See the
Spring 1994 issue of Business and Finance
Division ~ u l l e t i nfor
~ more details on the
project).
Information professionals who participate
in this type of challenge/opportunity demonstrate the value they can add in their firms
or other institutions in accessing publicly
available information. As organizations
adapt information technology to survive in
these turbulent economic, political, social,
and technical times, the roles of information professionals in them can become increasing1y valuable. The challenges of computer-based networking require innovative
delivery of services and creation of electronic (virtual) information products to substantiate the contributions of information
professionals. An information professional
who has some knowledge of the virtual
environment and computer sites throughout
the world becomes more valuable to his or
her employing organization. Information
professionals who are willing to take on the
challenge of an Internet project can learn in
the manner referred to by Mary Cronin of

Boston College. She wrote in Doing Business on the Internet. "Companies already
linked to the Internet receive the added
advantage of. . learning invaluable lessons
about management of networked organizations. There are many lessons to be
learned."3 This is indicative of the impact of
electronic networks on corporations and
other organizations. The lessons learned
through an Internet project can be uansferred to the organizations where we are
employed.

becoming increasingly blurred. To quote
the book. '...creation of the virtual corporation will result from linking relevant data.
bases into ever more extensive and integrated networks.' (And) ... In fact, librarians are not mentioned at all. However, I
think it is important to be cognizant of these
shifts in thinking and anticipate the role we
might play."
The traditional concept of "library" no
longer fits with new organizational concepts.
Although libraries and information centers
continue to be valuable in organizations where
they are established, their character and the
Standing in the Future
roles of their staffs are changing. This is being
experienced in academe as well as in busiRestructuring of organizationstoward maxinesses. In Valuing Corporate Libraries: A
mum flexibility using project teams and electronic communications is a vend that is obSenior Management Survey,lo James
served daily. This observation was reinforced
Matarazzo and Laurence Prusak state the following implications to their findings: "Techby the programs at the Special Libraries
nology issues lead to questions about future
Association's 85th Annual Conference in Atlibrary positioning and roles;" and, "Perhaps
lanta, GA. Current management literature, in
the librarian role may evolve into an informabooks such as: Revolurion in Real Time,Managing Information Technology in the 1990's;~ tion network manager for the fm."The implications of this are not yet fully realized, but it
The Corporation of the 1990s, Information
can be inferred fmm evidence and experience
Technology and Organizational Transformathat Matarazzo's book, Corporate Library
and
t i ~ n ; ~ l n t e l l i ~ ennt et r ~ r i sa eKnowledge
,
Service Based Paradigm for ~ n d u s t r and
~ ; ~ ~xcellence,"will becomea landmarkdescrip
tion of corporate librarianship at the close of
The Virtual Corporation, Structuring and Rethe 1980s.
vitalizing the Corporation for the 21st CenSince "Value is now created," as Peter
tury? explains it. Mary Cronin summarizes
Drucker concludes, "by productivity and inthe impact of electronic networking with these
novation, both applications of knowledge to
statements:
work;"12 then, the 1980sconcept of corporate
"... projects use the collaborative power of
libraries must be giving way to information
the Internet to help ensure American competiprofessionals on the product development or
tiveness in bringing technology to bear on
service project teams as described in Lightenapplications in manufacturing." (And) ...''The
In it, Willard I.
ing ~trategiesfor~nnovation.'~
increased emphasis on collaborative research
Zangwill focuses on company competitiveand development, even if the short-term motiness in the 1990s. After establishing innovavation is strongly financial,does foster a qualition as the strategy, he reviews foundations in
tative shift in the organization of corporate
a firm. At many places, he could have menresearch in ~ m e r i c a . " ~
tioned the roles of information professionals
In her review of The Virtual Corporation,
among necessary staff expertise in developing
Judith A. Copler, director, Computing Techessential technology and research. One place
nology AssistanceCenterand "Hardcopy" ediison page65, where he says, "Many sources of
tor at Online, Inc., instructs us:
information are publicly available.. ."Librar'The important message for librarians and
ians' roles in companies have traditionally
information professionals is that under the
been to find, analyze and provide publicly
new information paradigm, lines of responavailable information. The Internet can be
sibility for various types of information are
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viewed as one more medium through which
information professionals can access publicly
availableinformation to promote their companies' competitive successes. We are Standing
in the ~ u t u r e . ' ~

BSN: Because Some Need
The vastness and complexity of the Internet
make its resources hard to track down. While
the Internet provides an abundance of information from a variety of sources such as federaleconomicbulletin boards, university technical reports, electronic journals, and discussion groups, it can pose difficult challenges to
those who seek informationon a specific topic.
You might know what you need, but how do
you find and retrieve it? Intemet resources
differ as much from one another as they are
widely spread in computers throughout the
world. Toolsdeveloped to discover and handle
the resources on the Intemet (such as Gopher,
WAIS and World Wide Web) are helpful, but
complicated, time-consuming and not to be
relied upon to unquestionably prove or disprove whether the answer to a specific question is "out there." Even gaining access to the
Internet can pose a major problem. For a
review of theseand otheraspectsofthe Internet,
see: Chapter 2 "A Manager's Guide to the
Internet," Appendix A "Selected InternetPublications," and Appendix C "North American
Internet Access Providers List" in Doing Business on the ~nternet."
Casual users of the Internet and those who
have found some of its specific resources that
they useoften, tend to useonly what is familiar
to them. They ignore the rest, and lack the tools
and expertise to discover what they might need
from the vastness of the rest. Business Sources
on the Net brings publicly available business
information resources into focus for those who
take the time and have the skills to pursue
them. As a product, BSN is growing to reflect
changes on the Internet and in its users' needs.
From January to June 1994, the number of files
grew from 10 to 12,with others in preparation
and at least one (Marketing Sources) ready for
the next release, scheduled for fall 1994. New
releases are planned to alternatively provide
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expansionof thenumbers of entries in each file
and the updating of them.
As of June 1994, the 12guide files encompassed in Business Sources on the Net in the
directory at KSUVXA.KENT.EDU are:
"Accounting and Taxation" BSN.ACCOUNT1;
"Computers" - BSN.COMPUTER;
"Corporate Finance and Banking" BSN.FINANCE;
"Economics" - BSN.ECONOMIC;
"General Business Sources" BSN.GENERAL;
"Guide to Foreign Statistics and Economic Trends and International Management" - BSN.STATIST1;
"Introduction" - BSN.INTR0;
"Investment
Information"
BSN.INVESTME;
"Human Resources/Personnel Management" - BSN.PERSONNE;
"Locating Information on Companies,
Organizations and Individuals" BSN.LOCATION;
"Management and Management of Public and Nonprofit Organizations" BSN.MANAGEME; and
"Management Science and Statistical
Methods and Production and Operations Management" - BSN.OPERATI0.
The types of sources listed in the files are
discussion groups(alsocalledlistservsorcomputer conferences), Usenet newsgroups (also
called bulletin boards). Telnet files. Gopher
sites, FTP archives, electronic publications
Cjoumals and newsletters). WAIS resources.
World Wide Web (WWW), and freenets.
A product team has been formed from
among the team leaders of the original content teams to consider several product developments. A change that is being considered is to make BSN accessible through the
World Wide Web or WAIS. Another change
might be to publish Business Sources on the
Net in print. A print version would help
someone to evaluate whether or not to search,
or assist an information professional in fulfilling a request for a possible solution to a
particular information need. Information

professionals could also use a print product
to support their requests for Internet access
through their own computers. A print version could add features not included in the
electronic one; hard copy can be browsed in
a way not possible online; and a print version could also be used as a teaching tool.

Conclusion
Business Sources on the Net is a virtual
product in every way. It was conceived and
created in an online (virtual) environment,
and it is changing and adapting (a virtual
process) to meet needs of information professionals whose organizations are becoming ever more virtual. To be "cognizant of
these shifts . . . and anticipate the role we
might play," Copler projects information
professionals into being team players. BSN

is a guide to the vastness of the Internet to
help us be effective team players as we
stand in the future.
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NEWSFLASH! or One Cybrarian's
Quest for Electronic News Delivery
by Sandy Raymond

Introduction

ogy is changing so rapidly, potential markets are constantly evolving, and the players in the emerging MPP industry are constantly creating new alliances. Therefore,
information is a valuable commodity. Each
morning around five a.m., I would put on
my bathrobe, grab a cup of coffee, pad on up
to my attic, retrieve and archive the stories,
and send an e-mail message of headlines
and path names to all interested parties at
Thinking Machines. When folks arrived at
work, they had a tidy little message in their
e-mail box describing the headline and the
story location. (See Figure 1). If they found
the headline especially gripping, they could
go to the file and read more. I believed there
was no copyright violation because the stories were not being reproduced and because
I included the scary copyright message at
the top of each file. (See Figure 2). I slept
well at night.

Originally, the intent of this article was
to show how I was serving electronic news
stories to my users and how online services
and the Internet made it possible for me to
be a cutting edge corporate cybrarian from
the comfort of my own attic. Well, all that
has changed now. This article is about the
relationship between the volatile issue of
electronic copyright and the evolving nature of cybrarian responsibilities. There
are a million stories in the naked city; here
is mine.

The Way We Were
Back in the old days (1990) when I started
at Thinking Machines Corporation in Cambridge, MA, I discovered that we had a
complimentary account with Online Vendor A. Anyone in the company could search
it and retrieve all the material he or she
desired! I set up a search criterion that
grabbed news stories about Thinking Machines in particular, and the massively parallel processing (MPP) industry in general.
Up-to-the-second news is vitally important
at Thinking Machines because our technol-

(The Seasons Pass)
Online Vendor A noticed our usage of this
free account had increased tremendously, so
the vendor shut off theaccount and waited for
the phones to ring. Well, of course I called
them, told them who I was and what I was

/proj/library/inthenews/newspaperx.940803
1 NZP MPP computer sold to Cybrarians from Mars, Inc.
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doing with their information. I had folks with
real information dependency out there! They
were pleased to hear from me. I was told that
as long as the information was not distributed
outside the company or reproduced either
electronically or in hard copy, the vendor had
no problem with copyright violation. However, because the nature of the relationship
between our two companieshad changed over
the years and because our use of their service
had also changed dramatically with a trained
searcher (yourstruly, the corporatecybrarian)
in the company, it now seemed fair to set up a
new, paying account, but one with a very
agreeable pricing structure. Everything was
just fine. My users were thrilled with the
custom serviceand, in fact, saw it as one of the
most valuable services the library performed.
The vendor seemed happy to have a new
account with such a healthy appetite for information. I was happy because this allowed me to continue provide my users with
a menu offering current news and it was up
to them to decide if they had the time or
interest to read a particular story. As a result
of our telephone discussion, I believed I
was doing this with the vendor's blessing. A
year later, I was asked to write an article
describing my particular brand of information delivery. I decided that before I put my
story in writing, I should get permission in
writing from Vendor A that what I was
doing was okay with them.

Then What Happened
After listening to a description of what I
was doing, the vendor's representative decided it would be a good idea to meet with
me and see just what I was talking about.
Our meeting was very amicable. She was
sure that her company would have no prob-

lem with me describing the way I was handling their information, though of course,
we would now be required to get a site
license to redistribute the information company-wide or perhaps a per-reader charge
could be assessed. I put forth my position
that while I understood that they as information vendors need to be paid for their
product to stay afloat and continue to provide quality information, in my interpretation of copyright law (and because of the
earlier telephone discussion), as long as the
information was not distributed outside of
the company, replicated electronically, nor
printed in hard copy, we were in compliance
with copyright law. We paid for the information once and it was kept in one location.
though most everyone in the company had
the ability to read that one copy. There was
no need to reproduce it. I liken this to
buying a copy of newspaper, clipping an
interesting article, putting it in a file, telling
everyone in the company I have it and where
it is, and allowing them to stop by and read
it. Even in the corporate sector, this is not a
violation of copyright law unless I photocopy the article. It is difficult to understand
why this right is surrendered when the article that has been paid for is in electronic
form. Is it because it would be so easy to
break the law and copy it? Or is it because
we, as a corporation, have almost no protection under fair use? It is also easy to break
the law by photocopying an article, but the
Copyright Clearance Center has gone a long
way toward making it almost as easy to be in
compliance with copyright law by purchasing a site license.
Online vendors could learn much from
this model of an easy, consistent, and fair
way to handle copyright of electronic information. I have attended seminars on copy-

Figure 2

NOTICE: This material may be protected by copyright law (Title 17 U.S. Code). Do not
reproduce. Do not distribute outside of Thinking Machines Corporation.

right in the electronic age; I know that how
closely a vendor holds its copyright varies
from vendor to vendor. In part, this is because the courts have not had a long history
of adjudicating on electronic text copyright
cases, and it is also because some vendors
do not have the right to grant permission, as
they do not hold the copyright.
The vendor's representative told me that
she would get back to me with a price for a
site license. When she did, the price nearly
doubled the cost of providing the basic
online information. Furthermore. I did not
get the impression that there was a standard
redistribution pricing structure in place, and
was told that even if we paid this fee, what
we could do with individual articles would
vary depending on the source of each article. What a headache! But hey, I didn't
want to stop providing the newsflash service and I wanted to be "legal," so what
choice did I have? I nearly agreed to sign the
site license right then, but a little voice in
my head said, "Shoparound." So I did. Over
the years, I have maintained a file of brochures gathered at trade shows from online
information vendors and services, partly to
keep myself informed and partly to illustrate the cost-effectiveness of keeping an
online searcher on board. I performed an
analysis of those news sources which most
often provided the stories in which my company was interested. This was easy since I
kept them in an online directory organized
by source and date (newspaperx.940601
would be an article from the June 1, 1994
issue of Newspaper X). It turned out that
while over a three-year period we had read
news stories from hundreds of sources, we
had only been interested in about two dozen

sources 10 times or more. This gave me my
list of important sources to check for inclusion when evaluating any service. Then I
polled my users and asked them to tell me
how often they read these stories--daily or
weekly, etc. Approximately 200 of our 400
employees read at least one story per week.
I'd say 50 percent patronage is pretty good
in any population. This gave me a list of
core readers and an idea of about what size
site license we might require. I located four
online vendors which covered most of the
sources we were interested in. None of them
covered all the same sources, but most of
them covered the major news wire services,
where a good number of the stories we were
interested in originated. I compared these
four vendors in terms of the cost of basic
information, which meant news for one to
10 readers. I also determined the cost for
various size site licenses (up to 50. 100.
200, and 500 readers).
I found one vendor that would provide the
company with a comparable level of coverage. We could get a site license for up to 100
users and redistribute each mornings' electronic delivery to that many readers, or we
could archive the delivery and that many
readers could access those files. We could
keep that archive for as long as we maintained our site license. The vendor assumes
and allows a certain amount of internal,
occasional sharing and the company signs
an quarterly affidavit verifying the number of
readers. All the information the vendor provides, regardless of the source, is covered in
the same way. It is easy and Thinking Machines is in compliancewith copyright law for
about two-thirds of the cost of uneven compliance with Vendor A. (See Figure 3).

Figure 3
Vendor
A
B
C
D

Basic
9000
8500
726
40000

50
9000
4000

100
12000
6200
2000

200
12000
10200
3500

500
12000
22200
6000

Total
21000
14700
2000

(100)

60000
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Where W e Are Going
The pursuit of electronic copyright compliance was the catalyst for this whole undertaking. It was achieved at a fair price,
though not the first price. The activities
involved in its pursuit gave me the windfalls of finding an online vendor that not
only puts Thinking Machines in compliance with copyright law but also delivers
the information. Another important discovery was finding that half the company uses
the services of its one-person library.
Clearly, it is not the most enjoyable task
to play the part of a tight-fisted shopper if
you fancy yourself an information surfer,
but it is likely an important part you will
have to play as the most savvy information
consumer in your organization. You are
better suited than most to know or find out
what's available and you can find the best
quality information for your organization's
dollar. If you can illustrate to the powers
that be that you saved the company X
amount of dollars, this can only help your
position in the organization. Information
professionals cannot just sit back and expect that the online vendors know what we
want and need and will make it easy and
affordable for us to get this information and
be in compliance with copyright law at the
same time.

It would help if electronicpublishers could
agree to standard rules concerning the handling of electronic information, keeping in
mind that if the rules are too hard to keep
they will be broken more often. To be fair,
information consumers also need to remember that electronic publishers must remain
profitable to continue to produce. We have
to speak up and we have to shop around. We
have to play them against each other now
while the rules and prices are still being
worked out. We are not talking about a $50
book-we are talking about tens of thousands of dollars spent annually on online
information in many organizations and the
purchasing power of many librarians, cybrarians, information brokers, and information hounds. We need to have a clear vision
of what we know is fair. We need to be
responsible shoppers.
Originally, I was sort of the corporate
information shopper, cook, and server in
my company. I served up three squares a
day. These days, I've found a restaurant and
I've placed a standing order. The information gets delivered. I spend less time shopping and cooking the basic three meals a
day, but this has increased, rather than diminished, the value of the services I provide. I now spend much more time serving
up gourmet meals to order.

Sandy Raymond is Corporate Cybrarian at thinkxom.

The Electronic Library Emerges at U S WEST
by Dorothy Norbie

T

he Electronic Library is U S WEST's answer to its internal need to manage costs
while providing accurate, current information
to its employees. This library is a joint project
of two groups within U S WEST acting together t meet these corporate goals. Librarianship represents the linking factor between
the customer solutions and the technical solutions. A new librarian position was created to
manage the Electronic Library to assess and
meet customer needs and to manage and provide access to information.
U S WEST is being challenged to
resystemize its internal business practices
to be a competitive company in the rapidly
changing industry created by the convergence of communications, information, and
entertainment. Business Resources Inc.
(BRI), the materials management and office
services group of U S WEST, was given the
challenge to reduce waste throughout the
company's office processes. Document
management was studied from creation to
distribution, updating or revisions, storage,
retrieval, and finally, destruction.
BRI analyzed U S WEST's documents
process in 1987 and determined that the
company had 70 million pages of technical
and administrativedocuments in paper form.
In 1989, a follow-up study estimated that
these documents had grown to 140 million
pages. Two sets of documents were identified. The first set was installation, repair,
and maintenance manuals that comprised
60% of the total document base. The remaining 40% was found to support the internal infrastructure of the company-like
benefits guides, policies and procedures
guides, tariffs, and manuals.
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The Electronic Library resulted from a
partnership between two U S WESTgroups:
Technologies (USWT), the systems development group; and BRI. 1nitially.U S WEST
developed a system called the Document
Management Platform (DMP) to manage
the technical and administrative documents.
Today, various U S WEST divisions use the
DMP to store and retrieve these types of
group documents. The documents are loaded
onto servers and accessed at employees'
desktops via X terminals and are usually
specific in nature to the division using them.
DMP manages the first set of documents
(installation, repair, and maintenance manuals, etc.); the Electronic Library was developed to address the second set of documents-documents used to support the internal infrastructure of the company.
The Electronic Library provides desktop
access through either Macintosh or Windows.
USWT envisioned this library as intuitive and
user friendly, using the click and drag techniques of the Macintosh or Windows interface, and having some value-added functionality like cataloging for additional points of
access. The Electronic Library would be tied
into U S WEST's existing internal network,
USWnet, and would leverage the network and
the hardware already available in the company
to provide added valuelcost benefits from the
existing network.
As the Electronic Library systems development phase neared completion, the team began
to look for a permanent librarian. During development, the project team asked the advice
of librarians within thecompany as they developed the system. From the beginning, a librarian was viewed as having the required skills to
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ultimately manage this project, possessing the
necessary skills and training to perform the
functions outlined below:
promoting the use of the library throughout the cornpany (marketing,sales, public relations, lobbying,developingpartnerships);
acquiringand facilitating the loading of
documents into the system (acquisitions, electronic publishing standards,
negotiations with documentowners and
vendors, training of word processors in
publishing standards);
ensuring quality presentation of library
documents (electronic publishing standards and tagging, cataloging, userfriendly interfaces; appropriate locations and signage);
managing employees' requests for access (library cards/passwords, a circulation-type function); and
negotiating with authors and publishers
to develop electronic publishing standards (acquisitions), training people to
use the library (training and documentation available electronically, user
guides, and help desk).
Being an "electronic librarian" requires a
change in mindset towards many traditional
areas of librarianship. In a recent survey in
which U S WEST participated, most of the
questions were not applicable to the U S
WEST Electronic Library. The suggestion
was made that the interviewer needed to
change her questions to allow for different
types of libraries. For example, the question
"Whatpercentage of yourcustomersare walkins?," presumes that a building exists that
customers walk into. This question could be
changed to "How do your customers access
your services?" There continue to be many
assumptions that traditional library services
ate provided in a traditional public library
model. This is no longer the case.
US WEST'S Electronic Library has taken
a novel approach. It determined what electronic tools its employees had and developed a system that would work with them. It
evaluated the existing inter-company network and developed the system to work on
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it. It asked its employees what they wanted
to see in the library and started working
with the authors to obtain the documents in
electronic format. It developed an employee
interface that is not dependent on paper
manuals so that users can search it easily.
Essentially, U S WEST focused first on the
library's customers and built a system to
meet their needs.
In the role of the "electronic librarian,"
some new perspectives have surfaced:
The focus is on identifying which employees are not yet customers and turning them into users and gathering statistics on users by divisions within the
company to determine where the library needs to be marketed;
The librarian function focuses on making partnerships and designing userfriendly interfaces; users do their own
research or reference work;
Spaceplanning has become screenplanning;
Instead of helpful, smiling people,
friendly customer service is now the
friendliness of computer menu screens;
The pieces of data that become
metrics for the success of the service
are different. Circulation statistics
become statistics on how frequently
document groups are accessed by
users and how users are realizing a
savings of time and increasing productivity; and
New measurement models for the cost
of information must be developed, because users now perform research themselves.
The library sits on employees' desktops
throughout 14 western states. It does not
matter where the librarian is located. However, valid methods of surveying customers' need to be developed so their feedback
can be collected quickly for the system
development team. Customers enter the library electronically, so a user-friendly interface is essential. Excellent "signage" is
required because no one is sitting at a desk
to direct customers to locations. "How to
use the library" guides are menu picks on

the first screen users see. Visual presentations, icons, and easily understandable symbols become very important.
Branding becomes more important, as the
electronic library is one of many electronic
systems within this large corporation. Electronically, the various systems and services
can all look alike to the employees.
The Electronic Library has a specific
scope: to acquire documents in electronic
format that were created internally for U S
WEST employees and were hard copied
multiple times and distributed across the
company. The second phase will look at
externally-created information which is
purchased multiple times within the company, like market research, journals, or
newspapers. Vendors are willing to sell
"electronic data" and will follow the technical requirements for the electronic library.
Pricing and copyright compliance continue
to be major issues.
For a number of years, I have observed

the trends of technology and equipment in
libraries and noted that libraries either need
to have systems personnel on their staffs or
have close ties to the systems personnel in
their institutions. The Electronic Library
requires a real partnership with U S WEST'S
system developers, and vice versa. In the
future, the librarian will need to speak two
languages-the language of users and the
language of the systems personnel, in order
to be a true "translator" and to ensure that
user applications meet users' needs and that
the systems delivering them are adequate.
USWT system developers often have to
diagram concepts for me or repeat the concepts to me again and again. They are still
chuckling over my question about aUchicken
programw-also known as a check-in program to them. However, I enjoy working
with them and learning from them; 1 sense
that this feeling is mutual. I am breaking
their stereotypes of librarians; maybe I will
earn the title of "techie" someday.

Dorothy Norbie, a graduate of the University of Denver Graduate School of Librarianship
and Information Management, has worked in law firm and corporate libraries in Colorado
since 1979. A member of SLA since 1979, she is a current co-chair of the Colorado Library
Marketing Council, a ioint effort by Colorado library associations to market librarians and
their skills.
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The Toshiba Business lnformation Center
Moves Toward the Virtual Library
by Akio Mori

Introduction
What concepts are essential to establish
outstanding value in a corporate library?
The answer at the Business Information
Center of Toshiba Corporation is to gather,
detect, and manipulate relevant information and deliver it to end-users' desktops.
By acknowledging "speedy and timely" as
the keys of our activities, understanding the
information required for the successful business, and utilizing computerized networks,
the Business Information Center constantly
provides needful information to the employees of the Toshiba Group companies.
The users of the Center are able to "have"
the regularly updated information they need
on their desktops, saving significant amounts
of time they may previously have spent
looking for information. This article introduces the activities of the Center.

Toshiba Corporation
Toshiba Corporation manufactures a wide
variety of electronic appliances and systems
and has more than $37 billion in sales, which
made the company 25th of the Fortune 500 in
1993. It is highly recognized in international
markets, with 24 overseas officesand 84 overseas subsidiaries. While Toshiba's main products include almost every type of electronics,
in recent years the company's sales of information and communication systems and electronic devices have accounted for nearly 50%
of its total sales.
In addition,Toshibalaunchedavalue-added

network (VAN)business in 1989. This technology enables the Business Information Center to distribute and disseminate information
effectively.

Toshiba Business lnformation Center
The Toshiba Business Information Center was formed in 1984 when a new headquarters location was created that integrated
the company's several internal libraries.
The Center is one of the departments within
the Corporate Planning Division, whose
main task is to support the Toshiba Group's
management and employees in strategic
planning and decision making. The users of
the Business Information Center are found
throughout the Group's many locations, including the headquarters, plants, branches,
and subsidiaries.
In 1990, the Center restructured its environment in order to collect and provide information, thereby strengthening the functions of
"gathering," "manipulating," and "transmitting" information rather than storing it. The
utilization of the computerized network system within the Group and the significant
development of electronic media have
greatly contributed to the expansion of the
Center's services.

Collection and Services
The Center stores 60.000 documents and
approximately 600 types of magazines. The
information media in the Center are shifting
from paper documents to videotapes, opti-

cal files, online databases, and CD-ROMs.
Six reference staff handle approximately
100 in-depth searches a month, utilizing a
wide range of information sources in both
English and Japanese. This is a fee-based
service. In this way, the Center is always
evaluated by its users in terms of quality of
information and the amount of time spent
on each request.

Information Center News
Besides on-demand basic reference services, the Business Information Center provides an electronic information tool on the
end-users' desktops, christened "Information Center News" (ICN). This internal online service allows users to access the most
current news, journal articles, government
reports, and much more. All the information
contained in the ICN database is customized
by the Information Center staff who know
which information should be available to
the end-users (See Figure 1).

-

Commercial Database

Every morning at about 7:30a.m., 25 major
Japanese newspapers are scanned and articles
on high-interest subjects, including news on
the company's competitors,are selected. This
procedure is automatically run by using the
ELNET,a commercial database service.Headline data is file-transferred into the internal
database and stored by subject. Users can
select any subjectson hisher computer screen
(See Figure 2). If an individual wishes to
obtain the full image of some articles, an order
is sent from the same screen. Minutes later,
image data is sent by fax which is linked to the
ELNET service.
Press releases and overseas news relating
to the electronics industry are sent to the
Center by fax from Kyodo News Service
immediately after they are released. Governmentannouncements and reports are provided by specialized agencies every morning via fax. Headlines are processed by an
Optical Character Reader (OCR), and the
original images with photographs, figures,
or charts are recorded in TOSFILE, an opti-
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cal file system. Needed images are automatically transmitted via fax requests so interested
users are able to obtain the information even
before it appears in newspapers.
The Center staff read magazines and research reports as soon as they are available
and add articles or reports on critical topics to
the system with assigned key words. This
makes information available much faster than
on any commercial database service. Users
can get only headline data on their computer
screens for all the above sources; however,
the image data stored in TOSFILE can be sent
to any facility within the Group utilizing TGVAN, an internal communication system.
The ICN is not available to everyone in
the Toshiba Group. Instead, only those willing to share the cost are provided this service. The Business Information Center staff
is aware, therefore, that its users constantly
appraise the quality of the ICN to make sure
it is a worthwhile investment. The Center
currently has contracts for the ICN service
with 30 divisions of Toshiba Group. Pass-

words are given to access the ICN screen in
the special bulletin board inTG-Mail, an internal e-mail system.
Paying customers are able to register particular topics or subjects of their unique
interests. By doing so, they can obtain news,
press releases, or reports in their specific
areas of interest as well as on general topics.
However, in order to market the ICN
service, the Center releases a limited pan of
the ICN database on a firm-wide basis.
Thirty-one thousand subscribersof TG-Mail
are invited to try "Information Center Brief,"
which allows them to access 10 to 20 newspaper articles per day on very general business topics and some press release and news
wires. Within this open bulletin board, the
number of readers' accesses is displayed for
each headline. This helps to evaluate the
quality and quantity of the information, and
also provokes users toread news with higher
numbers of accesses.
The ICN could not be a successful product without two elements~rofessionalex-
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pertise and technology. The Center staff's
intensiveknowledge and ability enables them
to establish "a filter" to select and organize
information on behalf of the Center's users.
The Center staff consistently strives to identify information needs within the Toshiba
Group or even in respective divisions. As a
result, unique key words for each division are
assigned in the process of scanning the information sources to enhance the customized
quality of the service. Secondly, the ICN
would not function without today's technologies such as OCRs, optical filing systems,
LANs, and e-mail systems.

Conclusion
The rapid developmentsin computer technology have substantiated the virtual library concept. As this move is progressing,
the roles of a corporate library and its staff
are shifting from "information retrieval" to
"information management," which requires
the Business Information Center staff to
have a clear vision of its users' information
needs as well as the technological infrastructure of the parent organization. This
virtual library strategy enhances the role
and value of corporate libraries.

Special thanks to Yoko Kataoka for her translation from the original Japanese. Kataoka
is Chief Librarian of Goldman Sachs (Japan) Ltd. She holds an MLS from Simmons
College.

Akfo Morf is Senior Manager of the Business Information Center of Toshiba Corporation
in Tokyo, Japan.
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See reverse side for course schedule and list of exhibits.
For more information, contact Tracy Lofty, Manager of
Professional Development at (202)234-4700,ext. 649.

1995 Winter Education Conference
Schedule o f Courses:
Sanday, Janaary 2 9
Internet Interfaces & Connectivity Options
Managing Technological Change
Toward the Electronic Library-Using Available Technology to Improve Services
and Productivity

Monday, Janaary 3 0
U.S. Copyright Law in the Age of Technology
CD-ROM: Local and Wide-Area Networking
New Technologies for Recreating Your Information Service
Using the Internet: Incorporating Internet Resources Into Your Library
Technology and Applications, a unit of the Middle Management Institute (day one)

Taesday, Janaary 31
Corporate Libraries and Company Information Technology: Strategic Integration
Communicating With Users in the Changing Technology Environment
Getting the Most out of E-Mail Access to the Internet
Technology and Applications, a unit of the Middle Management Institute (day two)

To provide additional networking opportunities, a technology fair consisting of tabletop exhibitors will be featured
daily.
Exhibitors include:
Arneritech Library Services
Congressional Quarterly, Inc.
Data Trek, Inc.
Dialog Information Services
Disclosure, Inc.
EBSCO Subscription Services
Gale Research, Inc.
IEEIINSPEC
Mead Data Central
News.Net, Inc.
Readmore, Inc.
The Investext Group

...and many more!

Enabling Online End-User Searching:
An Expanding Role for Librarians
by Jean Firher and Susanne Biorner
Since the advent of end-user online search interfaces a decade ago, end-user
searchin has become a reality in the vast majority of corporations. A 1993
survey ound that 85% of responding organizations have some end-users
End-user search activity usually expands library
to the library's customer base and by increasing
This article examines the librarian's role in
end-users and offers suggestions toward
environment.

9

Survey of Librarians
-

-

-

In order to examine what was happening
in the field of end-user online searching,
Jean Fisher mailed a questionnaire to 990
librarians in New England, New Jersey, and
New York in 1993. Most librarians who
received the questionnaire were employed
in corporate libraries, with smaller numbers
in academic, law firm, and public libraries.
The survey asked librarians whether endusers in their organizations were searching
online, how they were trained, and how
end-user searching had affected the library
or information center. (See the survey in
Appendix 1 on page 288).
The 88 respondents fell into the following
industry categories: Financial (22%). Insurance (13.6%).Consulting (12S%),Publishing
(10.2%), Chemical (5.7%), EducationalPublic Libraries (5.7%), Pharmaceutical (5.7%),
Manufacturing/Consumer Products (5.7%),
Communications (4.5%), Non-Profit (3.4%).
Computers/InforrnationServices (3.4%).Law
Firms (2.3%), Advertising (2.2%). Utility
Accounting
,
(1.1 %).and EnergyfWaste
(1.1I)
Management (1.1%).
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The responses to the survey are summarized below:
A large majority (85%) of responding
organizations have some end-users accessing online databases.
End-users are most often trained by
vendor representatives (48%) or by librarians (32%)-and
most often they
are trained by both.
More than half (56%)of the librarians
surveyedhave sponsoredend-usertraining.
Almost half of the respondents (48%)
have conducted training in the library.
End-user search activity has overall
(62%) increased library activity. More
specifically, it has changed the type of
activity to include more requests for
complex searches and added new clients to the library's customer base.
The overwhelming majority of librarians (91%) responded that end-users
continue to rely on professionals for all
but the most basic research.
The following verbatim comments offered
by respondents add to the understandingof the
questionnaire results:
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"Many end-users are not very sophisticated
and still need the help of professionals."
"Because end-users are not up-to-date on
search techniques, they make more work
for us."
"They stick to simple searches."
"We have proven that the library can
answer questions faster, cheaper, and in
greater detail."
"Their use of library staff depends on their
time constraints."
"Some took the training but did not search
often enough to keep up their skills."
"End-user searching has increased the appetite of the user community for more electronic
searching by librarians."
The data confirm what many librarianshave
felt on a gut level: End-user activity proves the
professional's worth as the complexity and
multiplicity of information sources becomes
apparent to the non-professional.
Others have observed this phenomenon.
Nancy Garman wrote that "Published studies
show a large fall-off in end-user searching
after the initial novelty wears off. End-users
have their own jobs to do."' And in a 1988
article, Barbara Quint sought to allay librarians' fears about being replaced by end-users
when she wrote "Why would they fear replacement by inexperienced,over-worked endusers who neither have the background to do
wide-ranging database searching nor want to
acquire it?"2
Others writing in the online database literature have noted that end-user access has in fact
decreased the demand for mediated searches.
This effect, however. seems to occur most
often in academic libraries where CD-ROMs
are widely availableand does not reflect heavy
useofdial-updatabases. Authors Crea,Glover,
and Helenius see future implications for information professional activity in the academic
library world. They conducted a survey at
Yale University's Medical Library and found
"an important trend for special libraries: while
actualnumbersof librarian-media fedsearches
may continue to decline, requestsfor instructwn in searching techniques and database
structure will increase. Librarians will continue to use their database searching skills and

experfise,but increasinglyaseducationalcon[Emphasis added.]
sultant~."~
In another university study, this time at
Hofstra's Axinn Library, BarbutoandCevallos
noted a drop in librarian-mediated searches in
ERIC and PsycLlT from 1% in 1984-85 to 21
in 1988-89, while in those same databases
end-usersearches rose from 916 in 1986-87 to
1,604 in 1 9 8 8 - ~ 9 . ~

Impact on Special Libraries
Today's collegeand university studentswill
enter the corporate world with an increased
awareness of electronic information sources
as a result of exposure to them in academic
libraries. To some extent they will have more
confidence and, hopefully, more expertise in
using online information sources than did students of 10 years ago. We are already observing that these new researchers in the corporate
world expect to have some autonomy in information gathering.
Librarians in this changing world will
increasingly serve as information consultants to help interpret the array of information sources for their clients. In her 1992
article "Justifying the search and the
searcher," Barbie Keiser showed that this is
already happening. She says:
"The information professional has shifted
from being the person actually performing
online searches on external databases to
being the advisor to end-users executing
searches ... New opportunities for information professionals with the advent of enduser searching abound. Look for new roles
to play. Try to:
act as an internal consultant who recommends appropriate sources to solve
specific business problems, online or
otherwise;
educate individualsperforming specialized information tasks within a department about the possibilities for increased
productivity in advanced information
processing tools;
train end-users in the use of new information tools;
integrate information throughout the
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corporation, bringing together the data
collected and stored internally with external data into a comprehensive information resource for solving organizational problems; and
choose the right medium for a datab a s d i a l - u p , floppy disk, CD-ROM,
etc., and the right tools for performing
the specific tasks.'"
One of the most important and challenging
tasks in Keiser's list is to train end-users. A
review of the literature has shown how librarians approach this task in traditional environments. We hope to expand the scope of training approaches to include those appropriate in
a virtual library, where the trainer may never
meet the user face-to-face.

Training End-Users
In the academic world, online use insuuction is sometimes offered as part of a bibliographic instructionprogram. The program may
take the form of a single course of several
sessions (required or elective, for-credit or
credit-free), or it may be a series of lessons
integrated into various subject discipline
courses, which may or may not depend on and
build upon companion lessons. A characteristic common to these programs is that they
require substantial amounts of staff time in
coordination and planning, if not in actual
instruction.
Corporate librarians usually say they do not
have the staff resources to plan and cany out
well-structured end-user training. Moreover,
their clients don't have the time to take a long
course in databasesearchingor any instruction
that cannot impact almost immediately on
their "real" jobs, whether they are in research
and development, marketing, competitive assessment, or whatever. Joanne Witiak, writing
about a training program at Rohm and Haas,
says the length of time a training program
should last "depends on the objectives of the
training and one's perception of the availability of time for the prospective students-in
general, the shorter the better."6
Ferguson and Bjorner experienced confirmation of this rule of thumb when they taught
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a training session for IBM marketing employees covering online and non-online information seeking. After a few trial sessions of the
class, student responses convinced the developers to reduce class time to a half day, instead
of a full eight-hour
Even though it was
not unusual for students to take corporate
training courses of two or three days or a full
week, students reported that they couldn't be
away from their primary work tasks for a full
day for this activity.Rather, they needed more
time to check their voice mail for emergency
messages from managers and co-workers,and
they couldn't sit and concentrate for such a
long time.
The situation of students juggling multiple
tasks for multiple masters, and their perception that learning information-seeking skills is
not something on which they can "waste" a lot
of time, are not factors that librarian-trainers
can afford to ignore. Librarians who are uneasy about the time and talent demands of
teaching in "stand-up" classroom situations
can comfortably recommend that that type of
instruction be the exception rather than the
rule. A better solution is to use in-classtraining
sessions as a supplement to, rather than the
basis of, a training program.

The Online Training "Class"
There is no doubt that end-users are attracted to the power of the modem. They will
spend a few hours in an online training class
because they think it will ultimately save them
time by removing the need to arrange an interaction with an information professional when
they have research requirements.By and large,
end-users-even thoughtful and intelligent
ones-underestimate the complexity of the
information world.
Information professionals, of course, know
that selecting sources and searching online is
not as simple as anyone implies it is, and they
know that determining the place of specific
searches within the total research process is
difficult End-users who have gone through
some online training often come to the realization that searching is both more complex and
less definitive than they thought This ac-

counts for the disenchantment that many experience over time with searching on their own.
Information professionals often have not
planned for resources to support end-users
who have gone through some training but who
are now at that critical juncture where they've
discovered that online searching is harder than
they thought, and the answers are less certain
than they were when they blissfully accepted
results from an information professional but
were unaware of the process he or she had
gone through to get them.
When information professionals ignore the
continuing education of "trained" end-users,
no matter how minimal the training has been,
they ignore the opportunity to turn them into
intelligent consumersof information. The elements missing from most end-user training
programs as they are now implemented are
appropriate goals, the corporate context, and
the continuing support function.

GoalsWhat Should We Teacb End-Users?
The goals of end-user online training
programs have often been quite narrow.
Commonly, a training session, whether
vendor- or librarian-sponsored, is designed
to teach how to access and use a specific
online system, or how to accomplish a
specific task, such as finding information
on a competitor company.
There is nothing wrong with holding a
session to teach specific techniques. The
mistake is in assuming that attendees of a
technique-teaching class have become
"information literate."* The techniques of
online searching must be viewed within
the total context of using information
resources wisely.
Toestablish effectiveeducationalprograms,
librarian-teachers must extend the goals of
end-user training beyond system- or task-specific techniques to embrace "information literacy." Recently, information literacy has received much attention in thoughtful discussion in libraryhformation and teaching programs and may be viewed as an individual's
ability to:

1) recognize an information need;
2) be motivated to satisfy that need;
3) develop a strategy to find the needed
information;
4) carry through on that strategy; and
5) organize, evaluate, and use the information?

Online training instruction can be quite
effective in part of the process above. The
promise of the ability to do online searches
oneself is empowering and is the best
motivator that librarians have ever had in
promoting information skills. Learning
online skills addresses the third and fourth
elements of the sequence (developing and
carrying through on a strategy). What
limited exposure to online training
typically fails to do is to help learners
grasp the fifth element (organizing,
evaluating, and using the information
gained). It also fails to prepare them for
the occasions when online searching, or
the particular source or strategy they have
selected, is not adequate for the question
at hand.
Online training classes should not be
faulted for their inability to teach all the
elements involved in information literacy.
They are an important element in the total
instructional program, but they are not the
complete program in themselves.

Corporate Context
It is desirable to teach information management skills that can be applied in multiple
contexts, but to be immediately applicable, it
is advisable to anchor the instruction in a
specific context. When information management training is undertaken in a group rather
than with an individual, the context must be
common to all members of the group. Good
external trainers--online system vendors or
consultants-will want to adapt as much as
possible to the culture of the group they are
training. No matter how much they prepare for
the specific group to which they are presenting, however, they cannot understand the specific context as much as a corporate librarian
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who knows the company's mission and operates within its culture.
An understanding of the corporate context is
essentialfor the developmentof practical search
examples,and it also provides the opportunity
to articulate and impart values to the learners.
The librarians developing the IBM training
course7 were successful in getting other instructional team members to accept and promote three important values for the course:
1. Skills Over Technique
The aim was to develop good models of
information-seeking practices that could be
adapted by studentsin all information-seeking
situations.As such, instructors were imparting
a life skill that could be used beyond students'
work lives at IBM.
2. Not Just Databases

Although learning about online databases
was definitely the carrot that would bring
students to a class, it was important to convey the concept that databases are not necessarily the best answer to all questions, and
that books, libraries, and personal information sources could be used following the
same basic process as looking for information in databases.
3. External as Well as Internal
Information sources extemal to the company had often been under-utilized. Efforts
were made to value both internal and external
information resources; this value was modeled by the use of co-presenters,one of whom
was internal to the company and one of whom
was extemal.

Support
-

-

End-user training often gets off to a good
start when an outside trainer presents basic
system skills and motivates learners to use
online searching to answer their research
questions. It falters, however, after the
trainer has gone home and the reality of
busy days occupied by more immediate tasks
sets in. A large part of an instructional
program should be devoted to quick point-

of-use training aids that can be accessed by
students when and where they need them.
Such point-of-use instructional aids can
take many forms. They can be "canned"
demonstrations of searches and explanations, presented via computer, video, slidetape sets, or paper products. They can also
take on a more interactive aspect with the
development of individualized search help
delivered by telephone voice mail, faxback
service, or corporate e-mail. Critical to the
success of help desk instruction is fast response, but that does not necessarily mean
that someone has to "sit on the help desk" at
scheduled times. Rather, a decision has to
be made to put a high priority on the frequent checking of voice maillfade-mail and
a fast response with some-not necessarily
the most complete-answer.
What's the difference between responding by telling someone how to find the
answer to a question and responding with
the answer itself? For one thing, it usually
takes more time to teach someone how to do
it than to do it yourself. But it is not necessary to turn every question into a lengthy
discourse. In fact, it is not desirable to do so.
Frequently, taking short, meaningful instructional steps results in better understanding
and long-term retention than taking one
gigantic step. A vital consideration, then, is
to plan end-user training as a continuous
process.

Management of End-User Training
It is essential that corporate library professionals manage the overall infomation curriculum. It is only the internal librarian who
possesses an understandingof both thecontent
and context of the instruction. Other corporate
personnel generally see separatepieces of the
total information pattern, but do not have an
overall view of it. Personnel external to the
corporation-even if they have an overview of
the information process-cannot integrate that
understanding into thecorporate mission alone.
While the corporate librarian must take responsibility for managing the program, he or
she need not be the sole agent for delivering

character of resources about which end-users
the training. Corporate librarians should conneed to learn. The second involves the location
centrate their end-user training effortson planof learners and trainers/supporters.
ning the overall program and delivering the
continuing support function. Specific steps in
the instructional sequence-the introductory
Resources in the Virtual Environment
course, for example-can be delivered by outGone are the days when information reside consultants, relieving librarians from
sources were limited to the books and journals
lengthy preparation anddifficultpresentations.
in a company library or a small "satellite"
Librarian involvement in the organization of
collection on a colleague's desk down the hall.
theintroductory training session is mandatory,
Soon to be gone, we hope, are long routing lists
however. Librarians can rely on assistance
from their human resources department for
that delay receipt of journal subscriptions on
logistical and promotional support of a class
individual desktops. If corporate employees
today do not have direct access to thousandsof
and they can contract with training specialists
electronic sources through their own desktop
for class delivery, but they should not hand
computers, their organizations are certainly
over control or ownership of the class.
planning for it. They do have access to a
To lay the foundation for the continuing
multitude of resources through the library, or
support that only the corporate librarian can
down the hall, or from their home computers.
provide, it is necessary for the librarian to be
visibly present to end-users throughout trainThe problem has changed from not being able
ing sessions. The tasks for the librarian at the
to get enough information to not being able to
class are to confirm that the librarian is an
define and retrieve out of the mass that which
expen in the content taught, to assist the trainer
is good information.
in localizing the content, to make learners
As resources that were traditionally printbased become electronic, it becomes easier to
aware of complementary resources and skills
not otherwise covered in the session, and to
move them or parts of them around the world
begin to function in the cons~~ltan~supportand package and repackage them for varying
role that is essential tocontinuedsuccess of the
markets. It becomes increasingly difficulteven for informationprofessionals who have a
program.
primaryresponsibility to know aboutresources
-to
know for certain which particular version
End-User Instruction
of
an
electronicnews stream and filter is being
in the Virtual Environment
accessed by the client. And even if the librarIn "End-Users in 1993: After a Decade,"
ian can define it today, it will not be the same
Roberta Brody speculates that "end-user
sueam tomorrow--or even 15 minutes from
now. The multiplicity, dispersion,and ephemsearching may already be as unremarkable as
erality of information resources makes it diffia reader examining the table of contents and
cult to teach usersabout them in a concreteand
index ofa b~ok."'~Thefactofend-usersearcheffective fashion.
ing is indeed unremarkable in the age of Internet
and electronic texts. However, not all endusers of information have an intuitive underLibrarians and Learners
standing of the value of examining the table of
in the Virtual Environment
contentsand index of a book. be it electronic or
Since information access now takes place
print. The virtual environment does not obvianywhere, users expect that instruction will be
ate the necessity of teaching end-users: it
available anywhere as well. When corporate
heightens the urgency.
plants are commonly dispersed across the
The increasing "virtualization" of the enviglobe, corporate librariansmay be accustomed
ronment in which companies and libraries
to providing research answers to remote locaoperate impacts end-user training programs in
tions. Providing instructionalsupportcan build
two ways. The first involves the location and
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on the same techniques that librarians have
developed to deliver search results to remote
users. Still, teachingcomplicatedconceptscan
be difficultwhen instructor and learner are not
in the same
Technology to manage interaction between
remote distances is continually improving.
Distance learning can be managed through the
use of two-way video satellite transmission,
telephone-assisted training, multimedia
courseware, and online messaging and
conferencing. These and other new techniques
can eliminate the lack-of-same-place barrier,
but they do not all overcome differences in
time. Time of instruction can be a problem
when teaching must cross time zones. Even
within the same time zone, scheduling time
between instructor and learner is not always
easy. Electronic mail, voice mail, and faxback
services-all of which have become estab-

lished customer support techniques from online vendors to professional searchers--can
serve librarian-instructorsand their leaders as
well. The models for effective searcher support are there: we do not have to invent new
ones for end-users. Immediate access and response is not essential: prompt response and
an in-depth understanding of the contextof the
question is. The corporate librarian can provide that response within the context of the
corporate mission and the virtual information
environment.
As "On the Road" traveler Charles Kuralt
has remarked. 'Thanks to the Interstate Highway System, it is now possible to travel across
the country from coast to coast without seeing
anything." By designing and implementing
good training, librarians can prevent the same
misfortune from happening to end-users on
the information superhighway.

This article is based on a session given by the two authors at the first SLA Northeast
Regional Conference in Rye, NY in November 1993.
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Appendix 1
Endusers Survey Questionnaire-Summer 1993
For a paper to be presented at the Northeast Regional SLA Conference in November, your help
would be appreciated in compiling data about endusers of online information in special libraries.
The title of the paper will be "Empowering the Enduser."
Please take a couple minutes to fill out this questionnaire and return to me by mail by
September 30:
Jean Fisher
Mead Data Central
44 Whippany Road
Momstown, NJ 07960
or fax me at 201-829-6530, or call me to give responses (or ask questions) verbally at 201829-6537.
In the interest of consistency, the definition of "enduser" for this survey will be "anyone
who accesses or searches external online information directly and independently."
1. Are there endusers of online information in your company?

How many?-

2. Are the endusers accessing pre-selected, pre-formatted information (as on an Executive Information Service workstation) or are they interactively searching a database?
Accessing

Searching

3. What database(s) or systems do they use?
4.

How were they trained?
Who trained them?
Has the library sponsored enduser training?
Yes-
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No-
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Have you or other information professionals ever conducted enduser training in the
library?
Yes-

No-

Where do endusers access or search online sources?
Office-

Home-

Traveling-

Other (specify)

Did they learn about online services through the information center or through some
other source?
Information Center-

Other (specify)

How has enduser activity affected online searching activity in the information center?
Not at allIncrease in requests for online searchesDecrease in requests for online searchesChange in type of online requests__
New requestersDon't knowComments
Have endusers continued to request research from the information center in addition
to accessing or searching online independently?
Yes-

No-

Comments
10. Providing the following infomation will help compile responses by type of library.

Company name
Contact name and phone number
Company line of business:
BroadcastingPublishingConsumer ProductsConsultingOther (specify)

Information Management Behavior
Competencies Required for Information Literacy
What Do We Need To Teach?
A. Recognizing and accepting an information gap

1. Identify a question to be answered.
2. Place the question in a context.
3. Determine the information needed to answer the question.
9. Responding positively to the need for investigation

1. Identify the consequences of not answering the question.
2. Determine the costs of investigating the question.
3. Decide on a range of effort to be used to answer the question.
C. Constructing alternative strategies to reduce the information gap
1. Identify appropriate information sources.
2. Determine physical location of sources.
3. Determine access paths to sources.
4. Evaluate skills required to access sources.
5. Develop action plan(s) for utilizing resources.
D. Evaluating and selecting a strategy
1. Estimate effectivenessof a strategy in relationship to cost, time and effort required for use.
2. Compare various strategies in terms of estimated effectiveness, cost, time and effort.
3. Identify the best strategy in terms of estimated effectiveness,cost, time and effort.
4. Revise a strategy or select another as necessary.
E. Acting on a strategy
1. Determine a workplan for implementing the strategy.
2. Consult the sources required by the strategy.
3. Note/record the information derived from the sources.
4. Structure/restructurethe information derived from the sources.
F . Assessing the effectivenessof a strategy
1. Formulate the answer(s) found by using the strategy.
2. Compare the answer(s) found with the statement of the question to be answered.
3. Evaluate the success of the strategy selected in relation to the effectiveness of the answer
found, time, cost and effort used.
4. Determine whether the original question has been answered.
G . Using information
1. Identify the audience for the information.
2. Determine the physical format of presentation.
3. Select and arrange the intellectual content of the presentation.
4. Prepare the presentation.
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H. Storing information for future use
1. Consider storage requirements of discrete information items.

2. Determine retention value of each item.
3. Discard items of no continuing value.
4. Determine physical storage mechanism(s) for items to be retained.
5. Determine intellectual access points for items to be retained.
6. Prepare items to be retained according to physical and intellectual access requirements.
7. File items in personal files.

Jean Fisher Is an Information Professional Consultant for Mead Data Central. She holds
an M.L.S. from Rutgers University and has worked In public, academic, and special
libraries, where she has designed and implemented instruction programs for end-users.
Susanne Biorner is an lnformation Consultant based in Woodbury, CT providing editorial,
research, and training services, She has a master's degree in education with an emphasis
In curriculum development from Antioch University and an M.L.S. from Simmons College
Graduate School of Library and lnformation Sclence.
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On the Stene
Highlights from the S1A
Biennial Salary Survey J 995

Every two years, the Special Libraries Association conducts an in-depth salary survey
of its members. In the intervening years, SLA
uses an abbreviated questionnaire to survey a
random sampling of 25% of the membership
to obtain a brief update to the in-depth survey
data.
The objective of the salary survey is to
provide the most up-to-date salary data to
special librarians, their employers, students
and guidance counselors. It enables SLA members to compare their salaries with those of
their peers.
As in the past, the 1995 survey report includes data on salaries by geographic region,
industry type, educational level, length of experience, gender, and library budget, to name
a few of the report variables.
Questionnaires were mailed to the members
and associate members in March 1994. Of the
11,905 questionnaires mailed, 4,992 surveys
were returned, yielding a response rate of
42%. The complete results of the survey will
apnear as a separate publication entitled SLA
Biennial Salary Survey 1995. This article presents highlights data, useful to SLA members,
their employers, and the libraryhformation
community.
The 1994 data indicate an overall median
salary increase in the United States of $332
from $40,133 in 1993 to $40,465 in 1994. This
represents a 3 % increase over last year. The
overall mean salary reflects a $839 increase
from $42,444 in 1993 to $43,283 in 1994 -a
2% increase.
In Canada, the median salary increased $450
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or I % from $45,550 1993 to $46,000 in 1994.
The overall mean salary increased $43 1 from
$47,120 in 1993 to $47,551 in 1994. This
reflects a .9% increase. It should be noted that
Canadian salaries are reported in Canadian
dollars.
In comparing the 1993 data to the 1994data,
mean salaries in the United States Census
Divisions varied from increases as great as
5.4% in the Middle Atlantic to 1.8% in the
Mountain. Decreases in mean salaries are detected as well in these data, ranging from 6.8%
in the West South Central to .4% in the East
South Central. Table 1 on page 293 reflects
both the mean and median salary changes in
the Census Divisions as well as in the U S . and
Canadian national overall figures.
Table 2 on page 294 illustrates salary distribution in rank order of median salaries for
Canada and the nine Census Divisions. In
comparing the data with the 1993 salary survey update, among the nine U.S. Census divisions, the Middle Atlantic retained its standing
in first position. The Pacific region moved into
second place, switching with New England,
which dropped to third. The South Atlantic
retained fourth position. The East South Central, formerly in fifth position, dropped to
sixth, while the East North Central moved up
to fifth from sixth. The remaining three Census Divisions, the West South Central, the
West North Central, and the Mountain, kept
the same ranking as seventh, eighth, and ninth,
respectively.
Table 3 on page 294 lists salary distribution
in rank order of median salaries for five Cana-
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dim metropolitan areas. Median salaries were
highest in Ottawa, followed by Toronto, Montreal, Calgary-Edmonton and VictoriaVancouver. It should be noted that data for
these metropolitan areas were last collected in
1992 for the 1993 biennial survey.
The full report includes historical and comparative data for a broad range of variables.

Separate tables for all Canadian and U.S.data
are presented throughout the report. The SLA
Biennial Salary Survey 1995 will be available
in late October for $42.00, SLA member price
$33.00. Call the Association office at (202)
234-4700 ext. 643. fax to (202) 265-9317 or
write to the SLA Order Department to order
your copy today!

Table I

Census Division
Middle Atlantic
Pacific
South Atlantic
East North Central
New England
West North Central
East South Central
Mountain
West South Central

Median %
Change
1994
3.5%
3.4%
.05%
(0.1%)
(2.7%)
(3.1%)
(4.2%)
(4.5%)
(5.5%)

45,000
42,800
40,000
38,600
40,987
36,025
38,000
35,500
36,500

Mean %
Change
5.4%
4.7%
2%
3.4%
(1%)
(2.6%)
(0.4%)
1.8%
(6.8%)

1994
48,237
44,731
43,160
41,484
42,860
38,218
38,8 18
37,412
38,992

Overall United States
Canada*
"Salaries reported as of April 1, 1994 in Canadian dollars. The exchange rate on April
1,1993 was approximately Canadian $1.25=United States $1.00. On April 1, 1994 the
exchange rate was approximately Canadian $1.38=United States $1.00.
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Average First
Median Third Average Number Mean
Lowest Quartile 50% Quartile Highest
10%
25 %
75%
10%
Census Division
Canada*
Middle Atlantic
Pacific
New England
South Atlantic
East North Central
East South Central
West South Central
West North Central
Mountain

* Salaries reported in Canadian dollars. The exchange rate on April 1, 1993 was approximately Canadian $1,25=United States $1.00. On April 1, 1994 the exchange rate was
approximately Canadian $1.38=United States $1.00.

Table 3

Area
I

1

Ottawa
Toronto
Montreal
Calgary-Edmonton
Victoria-Vancouver

Median

Mean

No. of Respondents

49,000
47,27 1
46,388
45,000
42,065

49,980
47,953
48,049
45,665
44,910

33
194
68
49
44

* Salaries reported in Canadian dollars. The exchange rate on April 1, 1993 was approximately Canadian $1.25=United States $1.00. On April 1, 1994 the exchange rate was
approximately Canadian $1.38=United States $1.00.

by Claire Kelly, Hospitality Chair

Eastern Canada Chapter

Y

ou'll know you're in French Canada the
moment you hearthisphrase-"Bienvenue
h MontrM7'--"Welcome to MontrM." The
Eastern Canada Chapter members are looking
forward to seeing you there June 10-15.1995
at the 86th SLA Annual Conference. To help
you in your planning, here are some of the
things you might like to know.
Founded more than 300 years ago, MontrM
has grown to be a large cosmopolitancity. The
geographic location between the shores of the
St. Lawrence River and Mount Royal contributed to its cultural and socioeconomic development. Montreal is one of the largest bilingual cities in the world. The influence of the
two cultures.English and French, is felt everywhere and a harmonious integration is apparent. Here you will find the new intermingling
with the old; the modem with the past.
Throughout the spring and summer
months a wealth of shows, concerts, exhibitions and celebrations highlight the city's
heritage and culture. The joie de vivre and
the legendary hospitality will be yours to
savour and remember.

Getting There
Montreal is served by two major airports.
Dorval and Mirabel. Ground transportation
from Dorval Airport to the downtown (Cen-

tre Ville) area is about 12 miles and 30
minutes. The bus is approximately $10CDN.
Taxi fare is about $25 CDN.
The Conference Centre is at 201 Viger
Avenue in the downtown area. A superb
transportation system (bus and subway) is
availableand special tourist passes are available at reasonable rates.

Conference Hotels
Queen Elizabeth Hotel
900 RCnC Uvesque W.
Centre Sheraton Hotel
1201 Rent Uvesque W.
HBtel Le Meridien
4 Complex Desjardins
ChPteau Champlain
1 Place du Canada
HBtel Lord Berri
1199 Berri Street
Hotel Plaza Howard Johnson
475 Sherbrooke W.
HBtel Arcade
50 RCnC Uvesque W.

Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza
420 SherbrookeW.

Chamber of Commerce of Metro Montreal

Hotel Furama
215 R6n6 Uvesque E.

CAA Quebec

Hotel La Citadelle
410 Sherbrooke

Greater MontreaVTourism Bureau

Holiday Inn Montreal
99 Viger

Infotouriste Centre
(514)872-8169

In addition,Montr6a.Ihasa plethoraof smaller
family-size hotels and bed and breakfasts. Additional information may be obtained from:

Montreal Board of Trade
(514)878-4651

(514)288-9090
(514)861-7111
(514)844-5400

STCUM (bus, subway, train)
Better Business Bureau of Montreal
(5 14)286-9281

(5l4)280-5619
A biendt!
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Software Review

askSam 5.1. askSam Systems 119 S.
Washington St., Perry, FL 32347.
(904)58465 90; 1-800-3-ASKSAM; Fax
(904)584-7481. $395. DOS version
indudes 5.25 and 3.5 inch disks, User's
Guide, and Reference Manual. $24.95
upgrade from 5.0 and $125.00 upgrade
from 4.2. $1,095 Five station network
DOS version; $395 Windows version 2.0.
askSam was used to write TLC (Total Library Computerization), a software package
consisting of six separate programs for acquisitions,cataloging,circulation, serialscontrol,
interlibrary loan, and memoranda. For the
same $500 needed to purchase a single program of TLC, you might purchase the parent
database management software-askSamwhich would enable you to develop numerous
programs for your library. This review focuses
on featuresof askSam involved in simple data
entry, searching,and programming in a library
setting.
askSam (access Stored Knowledge via
SymbolicAccess Method) is asoftwarewhose
purview extends beyond the library world to
academia, industry, and government. The
software runs on IBM PC, AT, PSI2 or compatibles with at least 384 K memory and cooperates with PC on MS-DOS 2.0 or higher and

Microsoft Windows 3.0 or higher. A network
version is also available. Since askSam's introduction in the early '80s. it has been updated numerous times and DOS version 5.1
allows simple word processing as well as data
storage and retrieval by command or menu. It
is the way information may be stored that
makes askSam unique.
The "free-text" option is askSam's distinguishing feature. Data may be entered freeform as well as in standard defined fields. In
choosing a database structure, developers
choose among "record" @re-defined fields,
single screen). "document" (pre-defined
fields, multiple screens) or "free" mode (no
defined fields or length specifications), depending upon the length and form of data. A
free-text feature may be attractive to libraries
with special collections or collections including unusual material such as research notes or
electronic mail messages in which data is
unstructured. Input typists shouldexpectsome
delay when entering data in pre-defined fields
because the program presents the cursor not at
the line of the first blank fieldbut instead at the
first line on the screen, making it necessary to
move the cursor down line by line to begin data
entry.
askSam does not allow repeating fields but
does allow files to be linked in order to avoid
data duplication. In free mode, a blank screen

is presented and information may be entered in
any form; while in record anddocument mode,
a re-usable "template" screen is created to
define "explicit" fields and information is entered within square brackets. When data is
entered within the brackets, the template becomes a record.
With askSam, it is unnecessary to re-type a
database from scratch. Data word processing
programs, spreadsheet programs such as Lotus 1-2-3,or other database management programs such as dBase 111 may be imported in
ASCII format. The first step in the import
procedure is to create a file in which the
imported data is stored. From askSam, many
databases may be created for different library
functions, each database with the same interface. A screen may be created to introduce
each database, and hypertext menus developed to offer a choice of databases.
Searching, or "query," is a mode separate
from data entry. Searches may be executed
within or among files and search results may
be sorted or subsorted in a number of ways, for
instance, alphabetically or chronologically or
by the last word in a field. Only one sort is
possible per query, but searches and sorts that
are executed repeatedly may be stored as programs. Entries retrieved can be displayed on
screen and printed, but in searching, sorting
and subsorting requests from large databases,
there is likely to be a several second delay.
askSam includes I8 types of programming
commands in categories such as editing, logical, arithmetic, and report; there are about 100
commands in all. To use the commands re-

quires knowledge not only of command vocabulary but also of command syntax.
askSam's command vocabulary is not always
obvious nor is its syntax intuitive, and for this
reason, several software reviewers deem
askSam difficult to learn. The Windows version of the software does not require learning
the command language because many search
features and functions may be accessed from
pull-down menus and dialogue boxes, and the
Report Writer allows reports to be created by
selecting field names from a list and arranging
the names in a report layout. It is unwise to
dismiss the DOS version of the software on the
basis of its unique programming language
because it is its uniqueness that lends versatility. Consider that Talley and McNitt, the librarian-authors of Automating the Library
with askSam (1991) who started with the DOS
version, declare that it is not necessary to be a
"computer genius" to use askSam, and that
"anyone can do it." A tutorial program
(aschelp.ask) introduces the software, and
online context-sensitivehelp is available. The
askSam Reference Manual lists commands
alphabetically and gives examples of each
command, and the User's Guide describes
various functions and guides users keystroke
by keystroke through procedures.
For librarians in charge of special collections, askSam may be ideal because it offers
the flexibility of data entry in either free or
template form for print or non-print materials
and the convenience of using one system and
interface to automate many tasks.

Judith Gelernter, M.L.S. Simmons College 1994.
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Letter to the Editor
August 23.1994
Gail L. Repsher
Editor. Special Libraries

Dear Ms. Repsher:
In the latest issue of Special Libraries (Summer 1994), there was a much needed article about
moving libraries("Making Your Move andGeuing it Right," pp. 145-153).The authors presented
a logical and thorough description of the various steps necessary for a smooth library move.
Having planned, organized, and participated in numerous library moves, I felt that some points
were omitted. I have moved a corporate library (the company moved 17 miles to new buildings)
and various special libraries. In my present position, I have supervised and/or moved the central
library collection as well as the collections of 10 federal judges and magistrate judges.
The points that I thought needed to be included in this article follow. The authors assumed that
the library has a large staff, Often this is not true. In many instances, a library staff consists of one
professional and (if lucky) one supportperson. These are the people who must plan, organize,and
move (sometimes with professional movers, sometimes with unskilled labor, andoften doing the
physical labor themselves). The solution to the lack of staff is to beg, borrow, steal, or hire
additional help. If the parent organization is supportive (and is already committed to a moving
budget), this can easily be accomplished.Additional help can come from many sources, including
other offices within the company, other branches, temporary agencies, or interns. Don't overlook
local colleges, universities, or even high schools. They may have programs to help students find
local employment. And if you're lucky enough to have a local library school,contact them. What
a great class project helping to move a library could become.
The need to plan is absolutely the most essential thing anyone can do before a move. The longer
the lead time, the better off you will be. It is also important to remember that no matter how
thoroughly you plan, there will always be some unexpected surprise. In many cases, preparation
time is nonexistent. Renovation work gets started and a completion date is given; the date comes,
the work isn't done. Suddenly you are moving tomorrow! Those last minute steps now have to
be done in a very short period of time. There is no way to deal with this problem. Conversely, you
can be set to move tomorrow only to have unexpected delays and problems drag out the process
for weeks or months. A key element to survive moving is flexibility for you and your staff.
Although wemay not want to admit it, most of us find that we solve not only cerebral problems
but also fix physical things as well. To be truly prepared for a move, think about having the
following items available: hammer, screwdrivers, WD-40(or similar product), pliers, rubber
mallet, and other assorted tools. This will save time and aggravation.
Because many of us are in "one person" situations,we need advice on how to do a move without
alienating users yet retaining our sanity.
Robin Holab-Abelman
Librarian, Satellite Library
U.S.Court of Appeals, Eleventh Circuit
Mobile. AL

Information For Contributors

S

pecial Libraries publishes material on new
and developing areas of librarianship and
information technology. Informative papers
on the administmion, organization, and operationof special libraries/inforrnationcenters
and reports of research in librarianship, documentation,education,and information science
and technology are appropriate contributions.
Contributions are solicited from both members and nonmembers. Papers are accepted with
the understanding they have not been published elsewhere. Special Libraries employs a
reviewing procedure. When reviewers' comments have been received, authors will be notified of acceptance, rejection, or need for revision of manuscripts. The review procedure usually requires a minimum of eight weeks.
Three types of original contributions are
considered for publication: full-lengtharticles,
brief reports, and letters to the editor. New
monographs and significant report publications relating specifically to library and information science are considered for critical review. Annotations of the periodical literature
as well as annotationsof new monographsand
reports are published-especially those with
particular pertinence to special libraries and
information centers. Articles of special relevance may be reprinted occasionally from
other publications.
Full-length articlesmay range in length from
about 1,000 words to a maximum of 5,000
words (12-15 pages of manuscript typed and
double spaced). Reports will usually be less
than 1,000 words in length (up to 4 pages of
manuscript, typed, and double spaced).

Avoid specialized jargon. Readers will
skip a paper they do not understand.
Providea title of one or two lines, up to 26
characters plus spaces per line.
Write a brief author note, and include
position title and address. In the author
note, include information concerning
meetings and symposia, where the paper
may have been presented orally, etc.
Insert subheads at appropriate places in
the text, averaging about one subhead for
each two manuscript pages. Keep the
subheads short (up to 35 characters plus
spaces). Do not use more than one degree
of subheads in an article. Provide a summary at the end of the article.
Mail one original and two copies, typed
and double spaced (in English only), to
Editor, Special Libraries, 1700 Eighteenth Street. NW, Washington, DC
20009-2508. The manuscript should be
mailed flat in an envelopeof suitable size.
Graphic materials should be submitted
with appropriate cardboard backing or
other stiffening materials.

Style
Follow a good general style manual. The
University of Chicago Press Manual of
Style is appropriate.

Manuscripts
Put the significance of your paper or a
statement of the problem first,
supporting details and arguments second.
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Make sure the significance of your paper
will be apparent to readers outside your
immediate field of interest.

Format
Contributions can be submitted in one of
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the following formats:

may be cited in a section headed "Acknowledgements," which should appear
at the end of the text.

On 3.5" 800K disks formatted in any
IBM or Apple Macintosh wordprocessing
pmgrm-preferably Wordperfect5.1 for
IBM or Microsoft Word 5.0 for
Macintosh.

Tables or figures should be completely
intelligible without further reference to
the text. Letters and numbers should be
distinct and large, as most figures will be
reduced in the printing process.

Printed off an IBM 5219 printer or any
printer with monospaced characters; or
Typewritten on white paper on one side
only, leaving 1.25" (or 3 cm) of space
around all margins of standard, lettersize
(8.5" x 1 1 ") paper;

Graphs, charts and photographs should
be given consecutive figure numbers as
they will appear in the text.
For figures, the originals with three
clearly legible reproductions (to be sent
to reviewers) should accompany the
manuscript. In the case of photographs,
four glossy prints are required, preferably 8" x 10."

Double spacing must be used throughout,
including the title page, tables, legends,
and references.
The first page of the manuscript should
carry the first and last name of all authors,
the institutions or organizations with
which the authors were affiliated at the
time the work was done (present affiliation, if different, should be noted in a
footnote), and a notation as to which
author should receive the galleys for
proofreading.

Reprint permission must be secured in
writing for illustrations which are not the
author's own.

References and Notes
Number all references to the literature
and notes in a single sequence in the
order in which they are cited in the text.
Cite all references and notes but do not
insert reference numbers in titles or
abstracts.

Succeeding pages should carry the number of the page in the upper right-hand
comer. Succeeding pages should omit
author names.

Abstract
Accuracy and adequacy of the references are the responsibility of the author. Literature cited should be
checked carefully with the original
publications.

An infmativeabstract of 100words or less
must be included for full-length articles.
The abstract should be complete in
itself with reference to the paper or the
literature cited. The abstract should be
typed with double spacing on a separate sheet.
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References to personal letters, abstracts
of oral reports, and other unedited material may be included. The author
should secure approval, in writing, from
anyone cited as a source of an unpublished work. Be sure to provide full
details on how such material may be
obtained by others.

References to periodicals should be in the
following order: authors, article title,
unabbreviated journal name, volume
number, issue number, inclusive pagination, and date of publication.
Smith, John and Virginia Dare. "Special Librarimship in Action." Special Libraries 59
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Manuscripts are edited to improve the
effectivenessof communication between
authors and readers. The most important
goal is to eliminate ambiguities.
In addition, improved sentence structure
often permits the readers to absorb salient
ideas more readily.
If extensive editing is indicated by reviewers, with consequent possibility of
altered meanings, manuscripts are returned to the author for correction and
approval before type is set. Authors can
make additional changes at this stage
without incurring any printer's charges.

Authors receive galley proofs witha maximum five-day allowance for corrections.
One set of galley proofs or an equivalent
is provided for each paper. Corrections
must be marked on the galley, not on the
manuscript.
At this stage authors must keep alterations to a minimum.
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"1 never knew finding a

physician could be so easy."
"She's Board
Certified ..."

-

That means she's demonstrated a uety
high l e d of skill and knowledge in
her specialty through extended training. The new edition of Tbe10
ABMS Direct0y of Board CerttQkd
Medical Specialists is the only oflcial
source for information on physicians
certifid by the twenty-four member
boards ofthe American Board of
Medical Specialties (ABMS).

/

"

... has hospital staff

privileges ..."

Hospital credentialing stafs depend on
Tbe
-0
ABMS Directory to
supplement wification of a specialist's
training.Now you can, too!

" ... graduated from

BRAXTON Susan E. Cert S 76
b38 Cleveland, OH,
Jefferson Med College 65. Int 6566(Temole U HOSDPhiladel~hia)
~ e SsU ; ~ 68-69 kes Surg j0-7'2
(both at Thomas Jefferson U Hoso
Philadelphia) Fell VascS 72-73'(Temple U Hosp Philadelphia).
Cur Hosp Appt (Good Samaritan
Hosp, Baltimore MD) Instr (Johns
Hopkins U). AMA-FACS-ISCS.
FT-Priv Prac Solo 612 Elm St
f 102 07900 (908) 555-1 212

,
an accredited

POB/ medical school ..."

--

Each physician biography includes a
full academicpmflle, including medical school and residency. It's eaq to
track the progress of a physician's
training in Tbe Q@& ALMS
mrectoy.

Note Thls IS a hypolhet~calllsllng and not lntended
for actual reference

Find a physician across town or arms
the county:practitionersare listed by
state and city within each specialty

Published by Marquis Who's whoTM
in cooperation with the American
Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS)
With training and professional details on more than 448,000 board-cenified physicians, the new

OficZal ABMS Directory of Board Certified Medical Specialists makes it easy to fmd accurate,
authoritative,and uptodate information on physicians certified by ABMS member boards.
Organized geographicallywithin each specialty,
it helps you fmd leading practitioners in twentyfive specialized fields.

Save with a standing order!
Place your fit-time standing order and save
10%off the list price and 5% off future editions.
Call toll-free 1-800521-8110,and dial 1 for
Customer Service.Or fax your order to:
(908) 665-6688
November 1994 0837905346 $425.00

121 Chanlon Road
New Providence, NJ 07974
1-800-521-8110

fall 1994

The only source of instant professional information endorsed by
the American Board of Medical Specialities (ABMS)
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...and still not match

I

You could buy a
collection of CDs
in these areas..

the covera e found in
Biological bstractse
on Compact Disc.

f

.

Whi

prchase several mm act discs when you can rely on
a single source for access to t i e widest range of life science
journal literature: Biological Abstracts on CD.

ComprehensiveJournal and Subject Coverage
Nearly 6,500 internationaljournals are monitored for Biological
Abstracts on CD, so researchers can inpoint relevant references quickly and easily. BioEogical stracts on CD's
extensive multidisciplina life science coverage enables you to
direct a variety of researc ers to this single, convenient source.

&

'l

A Smart Investment
Biological Abstracts on CD eliminates the need to purchase
publications that offer limited coverage. Plus,
on CD employs SilverPlatter@"s
usernovice searchers achieve optimum
results.

C d Now for a 30-Day Free Trial Disc!

1-800523-4806

(215) 587-4847

(USA and Canada)

(Worldwide)

BIOSIS"
Information for Today's Decisions and Discoveries
BIOSIS IS a registered trademark of Bioloscal Abstracts, Inc. S~lverPlatteris a registered trademark of SllverPlatter Internanonal,
N.V. licensed to SilverPlatter Informarion, Inc.
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preservation problems. Call
Thursdays & Fridays, 9am to 5pm EST. An independent, professional conservator will pick up to
answer your questions.
'

3. FREE 1994 Catalog
Call to receive your copy of our latest catalog.
Over 125 pages of archival stor/-----+
.
ater~alsand conserva?

"how-to" techn~cal

Announcing a new series of specialist dictionaries from

ROUTLEDGE
-.

-

-

-

Routledge
French Technical Dictionary l
Dictionnaire technique anglais
Each of these revolutionary volumes places more than
100,000 technical terms at your fingertips. They cover
the latest terminology in over 75 fields including chemistry,
physics, and engineering,plus fast-changingspecialties
such as quality control, space technology, recycling,
and telecommunications.
These books include French terms used in France,
Canada, Belgium, and other French-speaking countries,
and English terms from the United States, Canada,
the United Kingdom,Australia, and elsewhere.

T W O - V O I Uset
~ ~200,000 terms, 1,800 pages,
ISBN: 0-415-05670-5. $225 ($285 Canada)

Volume 1: French-Englishlfrancais-anglais
100,000 terms, 900 pages,
ISBN: 0-415-1 1224-9. $125 ($156.95 Canada)

Volume 2: English-Frenchlanglais-francais
100,000 terms, 900 pages,
ISBN: 0-415-1 1225-7. $125 ($156.95 Canada)

And look for these other bilingual specialist dictionaries, coming soon:
German Technical Dictionary/Universal-Worterbuch der Technik . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Summer 1995
Spanish Technical Dictionary/Diccionario tecnico ingles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full 1996
French Commercial Dictionary/Dictionnaire commercial anglais . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Fall 1995
German Commercial Dictionary/Universal-WBrterbuchWirtschaft und Handel . . . . . . . . . . . Fall 1995
Spanish Commercial Dictionary/Diccionario comercial ingles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Spring 1996
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Odors and
Deodorization
2 Volumes

Environment

J. Gmehling, Chair of Industrial Chemistry,
Jochen Menke, Jorg Krafczyk, and Kai Fischer,
University of Oldenburg, FRG
July 1994. 1,796 pages.
ISBN 3-527-28671-3. Hardcover.
Special Introductory Price Offer
Valid Until November 30, 1994: $350.00.
Price Thereafter: $4 10.00
Azeotro ic data and zeotropic infarmotion are essential fort e optimal design and synthesis of distillation
recesses. In two volumes, Azeotropic Data highPghts the best way to separate areatrapic systems
using hybrid or specialized distillation processes such
as pressure swing, azeotropic/or extractive distillation.
A useful daily reference, this is a highly valuable
com ilation of nearly all azeotropic data currently
avai able worldwide. Comprehensive information on
more than 18,800 systems covering 1,770 compounds all documented according to molecular farmula make this a work that Chemical En ineers and
Physical Chemists in Industry, Thermo ynamicists,
Technical Chemists; Scientists active in Environmental
Chemistry or Protection, Production Processes, Thermal Process Engineering, or Bioprocess Engineering;
and users of the different Process Simulators will turn
to again and again.

R

P

B

To order, please contact
your book distributor, or:
VCH Publishers, Inc.
Customer Service Center, 303 N.W. 12th Avenue,
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442-1788

For Faster Service: In the U.S. and Canada, Coll
Toll-Free: 1-800-367-8249 or FAX: 1-800-367-8247.
Outside of the US. and Canada, Coll:
1-305-428-5566or FAX: 1-305-428-8201.
VCH
New York
08.94 DE 04

VCll Publishers, h e .
Weinheim

Cambridge

Basel Tokyo

Guy Martin, Ph.D., National School of
Chemistry of Rennes (ENSCR), France and
Paul Laffort, Ph.D., National Scientific
Research Center (CNRSJ, Gif-sur-Yveffe, France

October 1994. Approximately 350 pages.
ISBN 1-5608 1-666-X. Hardcover $145.00

This reference is addressed to Analytical Chemists,
Environmental Chemists, Organic Chemists, Cosmetic
Chemists and Chemical En ineers who deal with the
chemical and environmenta aspects of odors. Odors
and Deodorization in h e Environment covers every
aspect of smell and odor, from in-depth description of
the human olfaction system and the chemistry of
fragrant substances to discussions of pollution and
sewage-and-waste treatment.
This extraordinarily complete reference on all
as ects of perception and environmental impact of
o ors presents some little known theories, such as the
theory of the relationship of molecular structure with
"olfactive activity." Also included is a brief list of
"Clean Air" legal principals on which laws are based
in the U.S. and other industrialized nations.

B

B

TEMATlVE TABLE OF CONTENTS (MAINHEADINGS):

1. Anatomy/Physiology and the Mechanisms of Olfaction, A.
Duchomp, F. Jourdon ond R. Gervois * 2. Psychophysicol
Methods of Evaluation in EnvironmentalStudies * E.P. Kbter *
3. Hedonic Aspeck of Odors and Odor Pollution Control, E.P.
Koster 4. Physical-Chemical Pro erties of Odorous Products
Solubilization, G. Morfin 5. 0lFbctoly Commuoicotion and
Facets of Odorousness, Poul loffort 6. Relationships Between
Molecular Structure and Olfactoly Activities, Poul l o b r t 7.
Syner y and Inhibition in Olfaction, Poul Laffort 8. Sources of
~olotifeOrganic Compounds and Study of Odorous Pollution,
P. l e Cloirec, M. Gueux, H. Poillord ond C. Anselme 9.
Metrology and Sampling, P. Le Cloirec and M. Perrin 10.
Treatment of Odors by Scrubbing and Oxidation, A. Loplonche
and G. Besson
11. Treatments with Gas-Solid TransferAdsorption, P. le Cloirec, G. Dogois ond G. Mortin * 12.
Biodeadorizotion, G. Mortin ond G. Besson 13. Origin and
Elimination of Tostes ond Odors in Water Treatment Systems, J.
Molleviolle ond I.H. Suffet 14. Odor Elimination in Wostewoter Treatment Plants and Sewage Networks, H. Poillordond G.
Morfin 15. Regulations Concerning Odors, A. Milhou, M.
Homelin ond V. Totry Index
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T I M ET O
CONSIDER OUTSIDE

Infwmatim fw Management is the source
book for ideas. techniques. methods and successful ways of "putting knowledge to work"
for you. Topics covered range from the assessment of information needs to the delivery of
information on a global basis.

$40.00; SLA Members $32.00
ISBN 0-87111-427-5
8 112 x 11,196 pages, paperback

THEOCLC
TECHPRO SERVICE

Quick and affordable access to info on
Japan is available to you through

Gateway Japan
GJ On-line,a 24-hour service allows
access to comprehensive resources
Research and policy analysis
Government reports and releases
Business activities, market research
History/culture, educational resources
Scholarships. @'ants,jobs, resumes
Study programs, and
Organizational profiles, bios

n a 660 pg. reference book on
programs and resources in
North America find the
educational opportunity you
seek and the academic
resources you need. Profiling
w u leap m u a n d
ferencing I,%+ related
or &ation@, the guide is essential
for reference librarians, students.
counselors. K-12 teachers, researchers,
& anyone in the field of Japan studies.

For a FREE information kit contact
Gateway Japan 1424 16th St, N W Ste 70C

Washington. DC 20036 (2021 884-7646

fall 1994

When you need help with a backlog
or ongoing support, OCLC TECHPRO
staff can make fast work of your
uncataloged materials.
Technical reports. Difficult formats.
Foreign language items. Special
collections. Or everyday material.
Ohio-based TECHPRO staff will meet
your cataloging specifications and
your quality demands.

And at a reasonable price. In fact,
many libraries discover that TECHPRO
lowers their cataloging costs and frees
up time for other projects. As your
library strives to become more
efficient while maintaining your high
level of service, shouldn't you explore
the OCLC TECHPRO Service?
OCLC (800) 848-58 78
6565 Frantz Road, Dublin, Ohio
4301 7-3395
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Introducing:the 1995
IEEE All-Society ~&iodicalsPackage
The core collection of quality journals and magazines in
electrical engineering, electronics and computing...
...subscribe today and get over one third of them free!

I n electrical engineering, a "core" is a mass of material that directs and
increases the strength of a field. The 92 journals and magazines in IEEE's
All-Society Periodicals Package virtually define the fields of electrical
engineering, electronics, and computing.
Our All-Society Package Brings You These Major Benefits:
Core Collection i n the Field
IEEE periodicals cover every
aspect of electrical engineering,
electronics and computing
completely and authoritatively.
By subscribing to the AllSociety Package, you'll maintain the core collection of your
library by receiving the major
work in the field.
Get Over 113 Free
The 1995 Package costs $11,995
for our 92 top periodicals. If
you subscribed to each one
individually, you'd pay
$20,106. That's a savings of
$8,111 or over one-third!

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, U.S.A.

Secrefs Of The Super Searchers
The Accumulated Wisdom Of 23 Of The World's Top Online Searchers

...

Rich In Practical Tips And Techniques
A Highly Useful (And Fun) Read For
Both Veterans And Aspiring Searchers
Have you ever wondered how the experts do it? Here,
gathered from in-depth interviews with super searchers, are
the answers compiled by Reva Basch, a super searcher
herself. Arising out of numerous lively conversations with
a wide spectrum of searchers, Secrets of the Super Searchers
is filled with uninhibited anecdotes--often witty, pithy and
amusing-that illustrate how a skilled searcher copes with the
same problems you face. You can read it by the chapter.. .or
even just a page or two at a time.

Compare how the super searchers approach these key topics

-

The pre-search interview
Favorite databases
Choosing the best system
for a search
Most useful documentation
Planning (or not planning)
search strategy
Full-text versus bibligraphic
files

YOU'LL RECOGNIZE MANY
OF THESE FAMOUS NAMES
from the pages of ONLINE and
DATABASE magazines.
Susanne Bprner
Karen Blakeman
Steve Coffman
Luanda Conger
Linda Cooper
Carol G~nsburg
Terry H a m n
Bob Jack
Roger Karraker
Tom Koch
Nancy Lambert
Anne Mmtz

.

Marydee Ojala
Ruth Pagell
Nora Paul
Barbara Quint
Ellen Reinheimer
Lee Sapienza
Bonnie Snow
N. I. Thompson
Ann Van Camp
Wendy Warr
Sherry Willhite

...

Pros and cons of full text

Developing a searching style

Multifile searching

Negotiating search
budgets with clients

Coping with too many
hits.. .or too few

Knowing when a search
is done

Making decisions
about post-processing

Most useful output formats

Best ways to deliver search
output

Evaluating a search on
the fly-online and offline

Advance Praise for Secrets...
" ...a wonderful real-world combination of old truths and new
tricks and guidance for search operation managers as well as
hands-on practitioners.. .the interviews reveal amazing
commonalities-the importance of the reference interview,
the worry over data quality. Even more interesting may be
the disagreements-the pros and cons of using search forms,
the impact of costs on search service selection."
-Barbara Quint
Editor, Searcher

ORDER NOW-PRICE

$39.95

-

-

Call 203176 1 1466; toll-free 8001248-8466; Fax 2031761 1444
Amex, Visa and Master Card accepted

